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ROPER OPINION POLL

THURSDAY, JULY 27, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m. in room 2221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Russell B. Long (chairman of
the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Talmadge, Byrd, Jr., of Virginia, Bentsen,
Curtis, Dole, Packwood, and Danforth.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me call this meeting to order.
Today we have with us Mr. Burns Roper. I would like to ask Mr.

Roper to inform us so that we can better understand what our situa-
tion is with regard to public understanding of tax measures.

Some time ago, the Roper survey did a study on public attitudes to
taxes, and it was enormously helpful. They found7for example, if I
remember correctly, that 50 percent of the people had the impression
that half of those who make large incomes pay no income tax. The fact
is that only about one-fifth of 1 percent of the people in that category
pay no income tax.

We need to have some idea of what the people think. Mr. Ro er, we
would appreciate it if you would give us some information on what the
public conception is right now of the tax situation.

STATEMENT OF BURNS ROPER, ACCOMPANIED BY HENRY BLOCK
OF H&R BLOCK

Mr. ROPER. Thank you, Senator Long. We are delighted to have the
opportunity to outline the results of this study to the committee. This
is the second study that we have done. As you mentioned, we did one
a year ago. I think this one, if anything, is even more fascinating.

These studies were sponsored as a public service by H & R Block
for the benefit of the Congress and the administration and others con-
cerned with tax policy.

In designing the study, we got a lot of input from various people in
and out of government. There were three basic objectives to this
year's survey. One was to repeat some of the same questions that we
asked in last year's survey to see what trends were and the second
purpose was to nail down certain illusive or unclear things that re-
suited from last year's study, and the third thing was to explore new
subjects-for example, public attitudes toward the $1,000 exemption
versus the $240 credit; and to explore attitudes, for example, to the
idea of a value-added tax.

I might say we had a national sample of 2,000 people, representative
of the Nation's adult people. This was done 3 weeks after income tax
day, in early May. There are a lot of specific findings that I think are
of great interest.

(1)
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But I think that there are two generalized findings which are sort of
overriding significance. The first is that the American public feels that
the tax system is very unfair. I do not mean that they are saying taxes
are too high-not so much the amount of the tax as the feeling that a
lot of people are not paying their fair share. I will illustrate that in a
minute.

The second finding-and I think that it may be the reason for the
first one-is that the American public has a very hazy understanding
of the system and how it works. I think that it may be that haziness
that results in the feeling that it is unfair.

On" the subject of unfairness, a growing majority condemns the
income tax system as unfair to most people-that is up from last
year-64 percent last year, and up to 67 percent this year. A growing
majority see middle-income families as overtaxed and high-income
families as severely undertaxed.

As you mentioned last year's study showed that the public thought
that a little over half of those with a half-a-million-dollar annual in-
come paid no taxes at all. This year it is up a little-55 percent think
that those with over half-a-million-dollar income pay no taxes at all.

Last year, we were told by Treasury that the actual number was 51,
but that was 51 people, not 51 percent, and this year 55 percent feel
that they pay nothing.

We asked a question in this year's study, posing two different
couples, each with a $15,000 income, and we listed the deductible
expenses each couple has. In the case of one hypothetical couple, they
added to $3,000, in the case of the other hypothetical couple, they
added to $1,000.

We pointed out that both couples would be better off taking the
standard deduction of $3,200 and hence both would pay the same tax.
Did people think that was proper or improper? By a resounding margin,
they thought- that was unfair, that they both should pay the same
taxes.

Senator BYRD. I do not fully understand your reasoning on this
point.

Senator BENTSEN. I did not follow it either.
'Mr. ROPER. We posed two hypothetical couples, both with the

same income-$15,000. We pointed out that one couple had certain
deductions which if they itemized them, would total $1,000 and the
other couple had certain expenses which, if they itemized them, would
total $3,000, but that either couple was better off taking the standard
deduction of $3,200 and hence they would both end up paying the
same taxes, even though the one couple had substantially greater
expenses than the other.

Then we asked people whether they thought that was proper that
they both paid the same income taxes, or improper.

The CHAIRMAN. Basically what you are talking about, as I under-
stand it, you are comparing two families who have the same gross
income, and one family had a lot less net income, but that family is
paying as much as the family who has a lot more net income. The
public would feel that the family that had more net income ought to
pay more taxes.

Mr. RoPER. That is-exactly right, sir.
.Mr. BLOCH. The net refers to after deductible items.
Senator BYRD. You have not given us your conclusion. What was

the finding?
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Mr. ROPER. They feel that that is very unfair.
Senator BYRD. Very unfair.
Mr. ROPER. Because the standard deduction would be greater than

the expenses of either of them, they would pay the same income tax
even though one had three times the kinds of expenses that would be
deductible as the other.

That gives you a rough idea of the unfairness of it.
On the understanding of the system, the public demonstrates an

only slightly better perception of the amount of graduation in the tax
system this year than they did last. We asked what people thought a
family of four with a $10,000 income would pay in income taxe sand
then we said what about a family of four with a $25,000 income,
$50 000, $100,000 and $200,000?

Well, we converted into percent of total income what the public
thinks is paid by each of these families in taxes. It works out to 9 per-
cent for the lowest income level and graduates up to only 14 percent
for $200,000 and over. That is the shape of the graduation curve, as
the public sees it.

Moreover, when you ask them what percentage of their income-
ask the people we were talking. to-what percentage of their income
they paid in Federal income taxes, that worked out to 18 percent, or
a substantially higher percentage than their perception of what the
person with the $200,000 income paid.

Another interesting thing was-we said "I am not going to ask you
how much you pay in taxes, bit if I were to ask you, could you tell
me within a hunderd dollars how much you paid this year in taxes?"
This was in Federal income taxes. This was 3 weeks alter income tax
d orty-four percent said no, I could not tell you within a hundril

dollars what rpay.
Senator CuRTIs. Is it your belief that that resulted because the

income tax is handled through withholding?
Mr. RoPER. My guess is that is it.
Senator CURTIS. Had they filed the return and wrote a check for

the full amount, the result might have been different.
Mr. ROPER. I think that is true. I would guess we would have gotten

a lower percentage if we had said could you tell us how much addi-
tional you had to pay on April 15 or could you tell us how much of
a refund you were due-we would not have gotten anything like 44
percent saying no, I cannot.

But when we asked about total taxes paid, more than half said they
could not tell us within a hundred dollars.

Senator CURTIS. I was distracted when you made the remark about
$200,000. Would you repeat it?

Mr. RoPER. We asked people what they thought a family of four
with an income of $10,000 paid in taxes and then, at different levels,
a family of four a $25,000 paid in taxes and so on, up to $200,000.
When we converted what people said they thought the tax was to
percent of total income, it worked out that they saw an effective tax
rate of 9 percent at the $10,000 income level going up by small degrees
to 14 percent at the $200,000 level.

Then, as I also mentioned, in a later question when we asked them
what percent of their own income they thought they paid in Federal
income taxes, that worked out to 18 percent.
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Mr. BLOCK. They felt they paid a higher rate than people with an
income of $200,000.

Senator CURTIS. I am not surprised at your finding. Do you have
a conclusion as to why you think there is that erroneous viewpoint?

Mr. RoPER. I think-I am not sure-that maybe some of you
gntlemen-I use "you" in the broadest sense; I do not mean any
of you specifically-might well have some responsibility for it. I think
there has been enough talk by candidates and officeholders about the
rich getting away with murder and about tax loopholes and so on so
that they have created the impression that the system works that
war, that it is that unfair.

It seems to me-
Senator DOLE. Do you suggest we change officeholders?
Mr. ROPER. What I am suggesting, while I think there is some

expedient and advantage in pointing out who does not pay enough,
I think that the long-term effect of this could be to cause people to
lose confidence in the system as being unfair, and I think more has
to be done to talk about who pays what.

My conclusion on these two things-the system is unfair and people
do not understand it-is when you look at what people's understand-
ing is, then I think that if that were the case, their conclusion that the
system is grossly unfair would be totally warranted. Therefore it seems
to me, you have to do one of two things: Either radically change to
an entirely new system to get rid of people's present perceptions of
unfairness, or let them be aware of what the system does do.

Senator CuRTIs. Mr. Roper, I am not surprised at the conclusions.
I have faced this thing over a period of years, and I find that people
in the upper middle-class bracket, rather well-informed people are in-
fluenced by the public propaganda from the political rostrum. This
rlfetoric would have you believe that if Congress would plug some
loopholes there wouldbe plenty of money for everything, to reduce
everybody's taxes and pay off the national debt. It has really been
sold to the American people.

Mr. ROPER. That is quite true.
Senator CuRTIs. Your findings here are quite revealing.
Mr. RoPER. It is very clear that people think that there are lots of

loopholes, but when you ask about the specific deductions and exemp-
tions and so forth, that most people have even heard of, none of them
are regarded as loopholes more than they are regarded as reasonable
deductions, and that includes capital gains. Practically any deduction
you can think of, more'say it is a reasonable deduction, than a tax
loophole.

The CHAIRMAN. If it affects them.
Mr. BLOCK. In my opinion, there are two very distinct problems.

One is the tax system 'itself and the other one, which is completely
different, is how the public perceives the tax system.

You can have an absolutely perfect tax system but with publicity
slanted in various political directions, the way the public perceives the
system can be completely different.

Mr. ROPER. On a couple of points that you mentioned, Senator
Curtis. One of the things that we found is that we asked people-you
hear people saying weU, I can write it off. It is tax ded-uctible, and
so forth. We asked people when they gave a contribution that was
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tax deductible, did they think that cost them nothing at all because
they could take it off their tax, or did it cost them somewhat less than
what they gave because they got a partial credit?

One out of four people said it cost them nothing at all because they
can take it off their taxes. This is what I mean about lack of informa-
tion. I am not saying and I am not remotely suggesting that anljone in
Congress or anyone in the administration has ever suggested that doii-
tributions are wholly deductible, but here is one of the areas of igno-
rance of the public.

Senator BENTSEN. Do you think those people who answered that
w% were giving anything to anyone?

_r. ROPER. I do not Low that they were, but my point is, if
their perception is that the rich can give away money and it does
not cost them anything, it is not adding to an understanding of the
equity that exists in the system.

Mr. BLOCH. It is really one out of three. I think there were 9 percent
that did not know, so they would be the same as those who answered
wrong. Therefore, about one-third of the people think that giving
money to charity costs them nothing.

The CHAIRMAN. For the rich, it once did cost them nothing. Let us
be fair about it. The public is only a few years behind the time when
the rich could make money by giving to charity. We changed it
because that is what it usedto be the case. The public has just not
caught up with the changes, that is all.

Mr. ROPER. One of the things, the single most surprising thing to
me in the study-and it stemmed out of last year's study-we asked
people last year whether they -thought that low-income families paid
too much, about the right amount or too little in taxes, and we did
it for low-income families and high-income families.

As I mentioned, last year and this year, we find that most people,
something like 80 percent think high-income families pay too little
in taxes. They do not pay their fair share. But last year when we
asked this, we found that the highest income groups said this, and
that got us to wondering, what do they mean by high-income?

So this year we asked everybody, and we said think of a family
of four. How high would their income have to be before you would
describe them as middle income rather than low income?

We then asked how high would their income have to be before
you would describe them as high income, rather than middle income?

We have a Nation with a median income of somewhere around
$16,000 at the present time. Nevertheless, the dividing line between
low and middle was set by the public as $20,000. Anything below
$20,000 was low income.

The dividing line between middle income and high income was
$40,000.

So it was very clear when they say the rich do not pay enough,
they are not talking about the upper third of the income spectrum.
They are talking about the upper 2 percent or 1 percent or some-
thing on that order.

Incidentally, that did not vary all that much according to the
income of the people we were asking. The people making less than
$7,000 said the dividing line between low and middle income was
$17,000, a little over twice what they were making, or three times
what they were making.
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People making over $25,000 put the dividing line between low, and
middle at $23,000, so there was not that much difference in the pre-
ception of where middle separates from low.

I mentioned that the capital gains tax was not seen as a loophole.
Last year, we asked two different versions of capital gains tax ques-
tions. We asked half the sample--first of all, we described what ca ital
gains was so that they understood it. We then said that some have
proposed that this should be taxed as ordinary income as any other
income. Others say it should be taxed at half the rate as it is. This
is not the verbatim working, but it is the essence of it.

What do you think? Should it be taxed at the full rate or half rate?
It came out overwhelming at half rate.
The other half of the sample was asked about a system that in fact

the Ways and Means Committee voted through the other day-should
there be a credit for the increase in the cost of living so that only that
part of your profit that exceeded the cost of living should be taxed?

That, too, as you will remember, Senator Long, came out over-
whelmingly endorsed.

Now, we did not repeat those questions this year, but we did some
new things on capital gains tax. One of the speculations we had, and
others had after last year's survey was done, was that people were
endorsing low capital gains because they were thinking purely of their
own homes. So this year, we repeated the question, Is capital gains tax
a tax loophole or a reasonable allowance?

On half the sample, however, we changed that item. We asked first
about their own home-is taxing the profit on the sale of your own
home at half the profit a reasonable allowance or a tax loophole?
Then we asked about capital gains on other profits.

Even though we had crossed out the home, we got the same results.
So people were not thinking just of their own home when they said the
reduced rate on capital gains is proper.

We had brought to our attention a set of figures, the source of which
is the IRS, which says-this may explain wh we got these results-
that of all income tax returns in 1976 that claimed capital gains, 46
percent were filed by people with incomes of less than $15,000 and
only 2 percent had incomes over $100,000.
• That also came as a surprise to me. I had no idea that that many
of the total capital gains returns were from under $15,000 income.

Senator BYRD. Mr. Roper, would you mind repeating that again?
What was the distribution of capital gains with regard to income
levels?

Mr. RoPwR. Of all the individual income tax retruns fied for the
ear 1976 on which capital gains were claimed, 46 percent were filed

people with incomes of less than $15,000.
Senator BZNTSEN. Let. me understand something else. When a

figure like that is used and then you cite the other number of the
percentage that were making $100,000 or $200,000, is allowance made
or the fact that this may represent a one-timp gain? The year before,

the person might have been making a relatively small amount.
Mr. Ropin. I do not know how to answer that, sir.
Senator BENTSEN. You can run into a real distortion of numbers'

here. For example, if you have someone who has had an average
income.of, say $20,000 a year and suddenly sells his house and makes a
very substantial profit and then you throw him into the bracket of
those people who are making over $50,000 a year.
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Mr. ROPER. That I cannot tell, I don't know. The source of this
data is Preliminary Statistics of Income in 1976, Individual Income
Tax Returns, Publication 198,of IRS.

Senator BENTSEN. You can see bow misleading it can be.
Mr. ROPER. Yes. The numbers tLat are shown here are headed

income. Whether that-
Mr. BLOCH. What he is saying, it may not be repetitive. It may be

that one year. a
Senator BENTSEN. Yes. And therefore he gets thrown into that

category for that one year. He may sell the family business or home
and all of a sudden he makes $100,000.

Mr. ROPER. At the same time then, nearly half of those who filed
in the year, maybe they did not fife a gain in another year or a previous
year, were under $15,000. That seems to me to be a significant number.

Senator BENTSEN. It is.
Mr. ROPER. We asked people about-
Mr. BLOCH. If you went up to about $20,000 to $25,000 of income,

which still is not a high income, I imagine the percent would be
extremely high. It would include certainly the big majority, probably
two-thirds of those with capital gains. -

Mr. ROPER. We pointed out to people in a lot of these questions
about changes that there were tradeoffs involved. If you gave an
exemption here,it was going to result in a higher overall tax rate to
offset the loss of revenue. We were not asking people whether they
would like something-that they were having something for nothing.
We asked about various changes against the fact that the overall
tax rate might go up, would have to go up, if various additional
exemptions or allowances were granted.

We asked people which of a series of exemptions or allowances
they thought should be instituted. We found that 84 percent of the
public favored an extra exemption for the physically handicapped,
despite the fact that it would raise the overall tax rate. We found 53
percent favoring a lower tax rate on savings account interest.

We found pluralities favoring other items, but those were the
only two that a majority favored.

Senator PACKWOOD. Which two?
Mr. ROPER. An extra exemption for the physically handicapped,

like the blind exemption, and a lower tax rate on savings account
interest which would make it somewhat comparable to capital gains,
although we did not liken it to capital gains in the question.

We pointed out what has happened in the past: As inflation increased
there would be periodic tax cuts to get taxes back into balance with
inflation. We also opposed the idea, in effect inflation indexng-we
did not use that term-and asked people which they would favor.
It came out strongly for the annual inflation indexing as opposed to
periodic tax cuts.

Nevertheless, the ublic approved of the idea of Carter's then-
$25 billion pro p tax cut, even though it would increase the
national debt. They felt the. stimulus to the economy was more
important than reducing the national debt. But as a basic measure,
nation indexing is what they prefer.

Some people say that if the tax rate were cut, Government revenues
would go down because of the low rate. Others say they would not go
down because there would be an extra stimulus to the economy. What
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do you think if the tax rate were cut? Would it reduce Government
o revenues, leave them at the same, or raise them?

The largest single group said that it would not affect them, and
the number who said it would reduce revenues with on!y 2 percentage
points greater than the number who said it would raie revenues.

Whether this is true economic judgment on the part of the American
people or wishful thinking, I do notmow, but the fact is that is what
they say. They do not think it would have an adverse effect on
Government revenues.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you mind repeating that? 1 want to make
sure 1 got that straight.

Mr. ROPER. We asked people, we pointed out that some of the ex-
perts said that if there were a tax cut, cutting the tax rate, it would
result in reduced Government revenues because of the reduced tax
rate, but others said it would not, because of the stimulus to the
economy. That was the preamble.

Then we said, do you think that if tax rates were cut, it would result
in reduced Government revenues, about the same amount of Govern-
ment revenues, or increased Government revenues?

The majority said, the largest single group-l cannot remember
whether it was a majority or a plurality--said it would result in un-
changed Government revenues. A few said reduced, and a few said
heightened revenues.

Those who said it would result in reduced revenues .were only 2
percentage points more than those who said it would result i, increased
revenues.

The CHAIRMAN. As I understand it, the biggest group would be the
middle group who feel that Government revenues would remain the
same.

Mr. RoPER. That is exactly right.
Mr. BLOCH. Forty percent would leave it the same, 22 decreased.
The CHAiRMAN. What you are saying is that a majority of people

feel that if you have a tax cut it ought to generate enough additional
revenue to the Government that it would just about pay for itself?

Mr. RoPER. A majority think that it would either pay for itself or
actually increase revenues. It is a little less than a majority thinks
that it would be a wash.

We asked people about the $1,000 tax exemption for dependents as
compared with the $240 tax credit, and we spelled out what the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of the exemption were. We cited two
different income classes and said this could be worth $350 per child to
,you if you were in this bracket. It might be only worth $150 per child
in that bracket. Which do you think we should have, the $1,000
exemption or $240 tax credit? And it came out slightly in favor of the
$1,000 exemption. It was close. It was almost a Mexican standoff, but
itwas slightly in favor of the $1,000 exemption.

We asked about the whole question of college tuition credits. And
we posed four plans: A plan whereby a person would receive a $250
credit for each child in college, regardless of income. A plan where
they would receive the same $250 credit if their income did not exceed
$25,000. Then, in effect, President Carter's proposal of higher limits on
loans and grants-higher eligibility limits for loans and grants. The
fourth plan we proposed was direct aid to the colleges and universities
themselves.
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The Carter approach fared much better with the public than with
any of the others. The two versions of the $250 credit were both
soundly rejected. Also, the direct aid to the institutions was rejected.

Far and away the most popular of the four plans was the Carter.
approach of lower eligibility--greater eligibility is the way to put it, I
guess-for loans and grants.

Again in this, we pointed out that there was a cost factor in here.
If any of these four plans was put into effect it would reduce Govern.
ment revenues by $1.5 billion a year, which would mean an- overall
tax rate increase so that was built into it, a tradeoff. It was rejected;
the $250 credit idea was rejected almost uniformly by all subgroups of
the population, including those with children of college age.

Senator DOL. Elementary and secondary?
Mr. RoPER. We went on from there. We said any of these four

plans could be extended so they would apply to private elementary
and secondary schools. That is the way we phrased it for half the
sample. For the other half of the sample we introduced the idea of
parochial schools to see what kind of difference that would make. It
made no difference.

With extensions to the lower grades, it was even more strongly
rejected.

Then we told them that extending it to the lower grades would
reduce the revenues by about $4 billion, and that would mean another
tax increase. So they were aware that it would cost them more to
extend it down but they rejected it either way, and introducing
parochial schools made not one whit of difference in the degree to
which they rejected it.

Senator DOLE. What percentage?
Mr. BLOCH. It was 64 percent; 28 percent in favor.
Senator DANFORTH. Could you repeat that?
Mr. BLOCH. It was 64 percent opposed; 28 percent favored it.
Senator DANFORTH. For elementary and secondary?
Mr. ROPER. Yes. That is for extending the college thing to include

elementary and secondary, the whole package of elementary through
college.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask this to get this straight the best I can.
Is that not one more case where people are voting for what they con-
ceive as their self-interest?

For example there is one proposal that says we would have a loan
program to help young people go to college. Another program says
that everybody gets a tax credit if he wants to send his youngster to
college. Could that not be a situation where most people may be think-
ing that they do not have a child going to college, and the loan pro-
gram would not cost them anything but the tax credit would, because
they would have to make it up in taxes? Or, in the alternative, that the
loan program might be one that would benefit his child, but the tax
credit might not? I should think that you thought -about the reason
why people might be reacting that way.

Mr. ROPER. I think the latter suggestion you postulated may be
right, that they think that loans, if they had a child of college age, the
loans or grants program might help them deal with the problem better
than a $250 credit.7do not think the other is true, that people who do
not have children figure that one would cost less than the other, be-
cause we said any one of these four plans would decrease revenues by
$1.5 billion, which would mean an increase in the tax rate.
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So in terms of the cost to the person who could not take advantage
of it, all four of the plans were the same cost in this hypothetical
budget. I do not think they were basing it on which would cost them
less.

I do not know wh
The CHAIRMAN. DO you think that they are thinking, if I needed

help, this loan or grant would do me more good?
Mr. ROPER. I think it might well be that. What is -$260 credit for

going to college?
Senator DANFORTH. In connection with that finding on the tuition

tax credit, I noticed the statement here also says that the public opts
for helping solve problems of unemployment and welfare by having
the Government create public service jobs rather than by giving tax
incentives to business. It is said, and I think it is true, that most
things that the Government does by grants or by loans or by its own
programs can also be done by providing tax incentives to the private
sector.

I wonder if you can extrapolate from these findings a general con-
cept that the public rejects the notion that you can do things by tax
incentives as well as by direct Federal programs?

Mr. ROPER. I do not know what you can. I think that there was
Government involvement in all four of these programs. The one they
opted for was the one with the combination of maximum and selective.
They did not go for the direct grants to universities any more than
they went to the tax credits to business on helping to hire the
unemployed.

They did not go the institutional route; they went the individual
route. I do not know if you can generalize about their feelings about
tax incentives. -

Senator DANFORTH. If yOU take the institution out of it, if you take
various ways in which Government can help the same recipient, to
whit, the individual, it would seem to me that what they are saying
is they would rather have Government help than by the direct
approach by the direct Federal program rather than by using the
Internal Revenue Code to create incentives.

Mr. ROPER. That certainly is true in the case of the unemployed.
I do not know how much of that is because the public thinks that
business will somehow find a way of making a profit on that tax break.
I am not sure whether it is opposition to the Government's doing it;
it may be position to business, or suspicion of business.

Senator DANFORTH. Obviously, when you have a tax incentive or
tax expenditure the purpose of it is to treat people with the same
income differently according to their behavior. Wonder if the feeling
here is that, the anger factor is not the sense that people have that
someone else is getting off better than they are, someone else is in the
same, relatively the same, boat that they are in, but they are getting
off better, they are doing better from taxes. Therefore, they would
rather have the sense that that guy over there is in the same boat that
I am in. He is paying thd same taxes that I am paying, and the social
objectives of the country are accomplished, not by giving him some
tax incentive, but by the Government's taxing everybody relatively
the same according to the income brackets and then getting into the
direct grant program.
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Mr. RoPER. I do not think there is any question that the public's
concern about the tax system is the unfairness. In a very early ques-
tion, before it was apparent that this was a tax survey at all, we gave
people a list of problems and asked them which two or three they
thought were most in need of governmental action.

First was controlling inflation and second wa controlling crime.
Third was making the tax system fairer.

Now, we had several other tax items on that list, like simplifying
the forms and the exemptions, reducing social security taxes, and ther
was one other tax item. They were all at the bottom of the list, and
the public's priority, making it fairer, was third.

Senator PACKWOOD. Including simplification?
Mr. ROPER. Simplification was way down.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you tell us where that is in these documents

you have submitted? What page is that on?
Mr. ROPER, Page 53 of the small book.'
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Roper, let me ask you this: Was there any

attempt to measure the tradeoff in the public's mind between differ-
ential tax treatment on the one hand and the size and reach of Govern-
ment on the other?

Supposing the result of tax expenditures which creates the unfair-
ness problem also reduces the role of Government? Supposing that
the whole concept is what Government does, we want someone else
to do, and you want to induce them to do it, and theoretically the
Government would get smaller and simpler if we had tax expenditures?

Mr. ROPER. I certainly think there is a generalized feeling that
people would have less Government. It starts to break up a little bit
when you find how they would like less government. If it is less.Govern-
ment meaning less foreign aid, that is fine. If it is less Government
meaning less education, it is not fine.

We did, in this area, ask people whether they thought the tax system
ought to be used truly for raising revenue or whether it also should
be used to accomplish social purposes. By a narrow margin, people
bought the concept that it should be used for social purposes as well
as fundraising. And then we asked them about four specific social
purposes, and every one of them was rejected.

Maybe we picked the wrong four, but every one of the four was
rejected.

Senator BENTSEN. For example?
Mr. ROPER. One was to encourage people to do what are generally

considered worthwhile thinp--to work, to acquire a home, contribute
to charity, that kind of thing. No; that should not be done through
taxes.

Then we said what about to discourage people from doing bad
things, like drinking and smoking, and thiskind of thing? No, no. Not
the tax system for that.

Then we said, to stimulate depressed industries? No. Not to stimu-
late depressed industries.

And to, in effect, redistribute wealth, equalize income. Take-from-
the-rich-to-give-to-the-poor kind of concept. No. That is, as a concept.
They favor the idea of using it for social purposes.

IS" appendix.
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The CHAIRMAN. They must have had something in mind.
Senator PACKWOOD. If you had asked them the question specifically,

do you favor using the tax system to encourage people to buy houses
or homes, do you think they would say no to that also?

Mr. ROPER. I do not know. I am not sure about that. I certainly
think that they think the capital gains on homes is a fair thing. That
does not necessarily mean they think that a program to acquire a
home is equally good.

Senator PACKWOOD. What would they say if you were to ask them
whether they think the mortgage interest deduction is a worthwhilepurpose?Mr. ROPER. They think that is a reasonable allowance, rather than

a tax loophole.
Senator PACKWOOD. They would not count that as a social purpose?
Mr. ROPER. -I do not know that they would.
Senator DOLE. Were all of these people taxpayers?
Mr. ROPER. Not all of them. Most of them. Far and away the

largest percentage. It was the way it breaks in the population.
Senator DANFORTH. Can you differentiate between the types of tax

incentives that would be acceptable according to the percentage of the
population which would avail itself of the incentive?

Mr. ROPER. Not exactly. When we asked people what exemptions
or deductions or allowances they would be willing to give up to effect
a tax reduction, there was a tendency to name either things that were
very minor in cost, like safe deposit rental fee, or the things that they
did not use. Most people do not have alimony. They were inclined to
say maybe you could eliminate that deduction.

There was some degree of self-interest. If it was not much of a
factor to begin with and/or it is not something I can take anyway,
then it is one that can go to have a tax reduction. There was some
of that.

I do not mean to paint the public as cynical or greedy and grasping
in that. Remember, even though it would increase the tax rat, they
thought there should be an additional exemption for the handicapped.
That is going to cost you. That is a cost they are willing to pay.

Now, just to cover a few other things, there is wide opposition to
business tax deductions that appear to give special breaks to the
so-called privileged few. Club membership should not be deductible in
any part, say '69 percent of the public. First-class air fare should not
be deductible in any part, say 65 percent.

By contrast, union dues should be partly or totally deductible say 61
percent. That "club" is legitimate, others are not. Uniforms should be
deductible, but good clothes for people who have to be well-dressed
for business should definitely not be deductible.

Child care costs should be deductible, say 74 percent.
There is hot opposition to the three martini lunch. I do not care

what it is called. On half of the sample, we asked about the so-called
three martini lunch. On the other half, we did not mention the three
martini lunch. We talked about a salesman taking a prospective
customer to lunch.

Senator CURTIS. Was this the lunch or the martini?
Mr. ROPER. We asked people whether it should be fully deductible

or half deductible, volunteering, although the question did not specify
it, that no amount of it should be deductible-fully deductible. The
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big group went with the least permissive alternative that we posed in
the question-that half should be deductible.

I now think that, had we asked should it be entirely deductible,
partly deductible, or none of it be deductible, we would have gotten
a much higher figure for nondeductible. That was not built into the
question. hat was a volunteered answer.

Senator DOLE. I think that is why the President keeps pushing it.
He has read these same surveys.

Mr. ROPER. Now, our hypothesis going in was that the three-martini
lunch would get kiled. When we talked about a salesman taking a
prospective customer to lunch, we thought that would fare pretty
well. It did not. It fared very poorly.

Senator PACKWOOD. Does that come because the taxpayer perceives
this is as an abuse? If you had asked him about some business deduc-
tion that does not have much publicity do they perceive that as being
rational?

Mr. ROPER. I think it might be that, and probably that some people
can do it and others cannot, The worker cannot deduct the cost of his
lunch pail, and this only applies to the privileged few. I think that is
probably as much the answer as anything.

The CHAIRMAN. They feel that it is the other guy who gets it, I donot get that.Mr. BLOCH. It is a fact that these people are not employers. They

work for companies. They do not get taken to lunch.
Senator PACKWOOD. If you ask the question, should the employer

deduct the cost of advertising, most of them say yes, even though they
do not advertise themselves, or have any desire to.

Mr. ROPER. I do not think that. I do not want to paint the picture
of the public as being terribly selfish or terribly cynical because I do
not think they are. I think there are some things that do not seem right
to them-69 percent thought the system was unfair.

We had other questions where people described which types of
taxes they felt were high, not high, and so forth.

The percentage of people saying income taxes are excessively high
is only 26 percent. The percent saying the system is unfair-what I
pa versus what you pay-was 69 percent. So, it is unfair, not too high.

I think there are perceived inequities, largely as a result of not
knowing what the facts are.

The CHAIRMAN. It seems to me it all pretty well gets back to that
old concept of "don't tax you and don't tax me," because if you cut
taxes, you are going to have a greater deficit and create problems. But
a person thinks, "make the tax system fairer-and that means cut
my taxes, that's the priority."

A fellow feels he doesn't benefit from deducting club dues; it benefits
the other guy, and since he doesn't get a benefit from that, therefore
he is against that. I think that is how a nonmember of a club tends
to react to it. Of course, a member of a club tends to feel the other way
around.

It's the same way on deducting first-class fares on airplanes. A
fellow who doesn't ride first class and goes past those first-class seats
feels that is something somebody else enjoys. He doesn't see where they
ought to be able to deduct that. Tax those people and maybe that
might lighten my burden somewhat.

33-641 0 - 78 - I
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In any event, I think there is a degree of resentment that somebody
can afford something that this fellow can't afford. He is making a
sacrifice they are not making.

Mr. ROPER. I think it is more the unfairness than the desire for a
cut. I call your attention to two pages in the small volume of this
report.WeThe first is page 53. This was asked before anyone knew we were

doing a tax survey. We gave this list of items and asked which of
those things are most important to it right now.

If you go down the list, you will find lowering income taxes, which
was only named by 9 percent. It's way down the list. And then,
lowering social security taxes is an even lower 4 percent, and simplify-
ing is 3 percent, and almost at the bottom of the list.

Senator CURTIS. Mr. Roper, I think we are faced with a problem
that is not of recent origin. Throughout the history of political oratory,
charges of unfairness and favoritism and loopholes have gone on and
on and on, and there have been very few speeches and very few
published articles detailing those features of our tax law which refute
those charges.

Don't you feel that is part of the problem, a big part of the problem?
Mr. ROPER. I do.
Senator DANFORTH. But that is not all of it.
Mr. ROPER. No; I don't think it is.
Senator DANFORTH. I can remember when I was in school, when test

grades came back, the immediate thing to do was to ask your buddies,
hat did you get? Not so much what did I get, but what did you get,

and if the other guy got a lower mark than you got, you felt good about
it, and if the other guy got a higher mark than you got, you felt bad
about it.

And explanations by the teacher-well, the reason Bob got a better
mark than you got is that he is smarter than you are- the teacher
could have said that all day long, I wouldn't have accepted it for a
minute. Isn't that true? It is not so much the rate of tax. This is what
you are saying. I haven't made this up. I think what you are saying
is, it is not the amount of tax, it is not the rate of tax that I am paying,
it is not the desire for some added benefit that I want for myself.
What it is is the perceived difference that somehow I am being
treated differently from that guy over there.

Mr. ROPER. I think that is it almost completely. I think the reduc-
tion. side of it is very minimal part of it, providing there is equity as
between you and me and the rest of us.

Senator DANFORTH. Then, somebody like Surrey, who says we
should have just a very simple Internal Revenue Code and les tax
expenditures and reduced rates. That would be very popular; is that
right?

Mr. RoPER. No.
Senator DANFORTH. No.
Mr. ROPER. We asked about that in last year's study. We proposed

a much more simplified approach where we eliminated deductions and
exemptions, and we gave a corresponding cut in the tax rate. I can't
remember the exact number, but we made a sharp slash in the tax rate
and eliminated deductions and exemptions.

I don't know if that is fear of the unknown or not being able to
translate this lower rate of percentages without the exemptions and
comparing it to this higher rate with the-
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Senator PACKWOOD. What is the furor? They will get the simplified
form and all their deductions are gone this year. The rates will go up
and they won't have any deductions any more.

Mr. ROPER. That could well be it. They think the rate cut could
be temporary.

Senator PACKWOOD. Let me ask you another qu6stion. You talked
about the social purpose thing awhile ago, and in response to Jack's
question about incentives to help people, they wanted those incentives
not to go to the people. They preferred a direct Government approach.

There is a bill around Congress now to change the method of taking
tax deductions of charitable contributions, so you can take a credit

* ,rather than deduction.
Most people, however, do not give to charities, they don't take a

deduction even if they could take one.
Do you think the response Would be the same if you were to give

an option of having the Government be involved in this great adop-
tion business and day-care business rather than the Catholic Church
and Jewish Welfare League and not allow charitable contributions for
that purpose because only a few people take them. What would be
the public's attitude?

Mr. ROPER. I don't think they prefer having the Government do it.
Senator PACKWOOD. They don't object to the deduction for charities

even if most of them don't take deductions for charities.
Mr. ROPER. That is right. They are not inclined to think it is a

loophole even though they may not give to it themselves. However,
1 might mention, they do reject the idea of an additional deduction
for charitable contributions on top of the standard deduction-in other
words, an additional deduction for those who don't itemize.

Senator PACKWOOD. They do object to that. Is that in here some
place?

Mr. ROPER. Yes, it is.
Senator PACKWOOD. Where is that?
Mr. ROPER. 1 was afraid you might ask me that.
Senator PACKWOOD. I am sorry to hear that.
Mr. BLOCH. Are you aware that the number of people giving to

charities has been declining each year?
Senator PACKWOOD. Yes.
Mr. BLOCH. And the reason for that is the standard deduction has

been going up, so that the average person can no longer deduct his
charitable contributions.

Senator PACKWOOD. According to what Mr. Roper says, they ob-
ject to it being basically a tax deduction below the standard deduc-
tion line.

Mr. BLOCH. That is right.
Senator BENTSrN. Do you think that results just from the fact the

standard deduction has gone up or is there increasing cynicism? How
do you correlate the two?

Mr. BLOCH. It is my understanding, from talking to people like the
head of the Heart Association that people are los inclined to give
when they can't deduct contributions on their own return.

Senatory BYRD. What percent of the people make charitable
contributions?

Mr. BLOCH. I can't answer that. 1 could get you that information.
It is in the Commissioner's report.

Senator BYRD. Thank you.
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Mr. ROPER [to Senator Packwood]. I will get you that answer. At
the moment, I can't find it.

The CHAIRMAN. While you are looking for it, I would like Senator
Curtis to suggest his reaction to a previous question.

Senator CURTIS. Mr. Roper, I think that while the general public
may have drawn different conclusions had they had more information
there does seem to be revealed quite a sense of justice on their part.
I draw that from the number that would not go overboard for simpil-
fication, for doing away with all of the deductions and exemptions.

For instance, they may know some handicapped person who, with
greater effort, has to pull himself up to a bench to earn a living and
they think it is right he get an additional tax break. They may have
known a family on their block who has had a tremendous medical bill
and they would like to see that deducted. The public isn't fooled, they
realize that life is complicated, and 1 think their knowledge of life
makes them realize that if the problems are not simple, then the
answers are not simple. 1 believe their sense of justice causes them to
reject as a total panace& this idea of just simplify everything and
reduce the rates.

Mr. ROPER. 1 think that is certainly true, in part. I don't want to
be in a position of saying the tax system is completely fair. I am not
enough of a judge to say that. 1 do think that t ere may be changes
that should be made in the system, but 1 think an awful lot of what
the public sees as unfairness is lack of understanding.

Senator CURTIS. That is correct. And while 1 think it is true that
all of us, everybody, reacts to a tax proposal as it affects us indi-
vidually; but at the same time, I think the public has shown a great
sense of justice.

Mr. ROPER. I think that is quite right.
Senator CuRTis. And they admire the individual who is blind and

has to have some extra expense to get to work and back, and so on.
The want that fellow to have a tax break.

Mr. ROPER. 1 think that is quite true. Senator Packwood, page
60-

Senator PACXWOOD. Of which book?
Mr. ROPER. Of the small book. I would point out to you-this it

question 20-that we said any time a tax deduction or tax break is
given to one group, the tax rate has to be higher for everyone and this,
in effect, means that those who don't get the tax benefit are paying
for those who do get it. Bearing in mnd that more deductions and
allowances could mean higher tax rates, would you read down this list
and tell me for each one whether it is or is not a tax change you think
ought to be made to make the system fairer?

The first item is the one I have mentioned, the extra exemption for
the handicapped; 84 percent think that should be done. Thenext to the
last item is the one I was fumbling for and couldn't find, a tax deduc-
tion allowed for contributions to charity even if you don't itemize the
rest of your deductions, and by a 40-to-50 margin, they fuel that
change should not be made.

I think another thing about this question, and a number of others
in here, is that it shows the public is selective. They are not just saying
cut it or simplify, or whatever. You have got 84 percent saying one of
those changes should be made. You have only 36 percent saying
another of them should be made. It is a high degree of selectivity
within the framework, of the same question.
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The CHAIRMAN. Isn't it true though, Mr. Roper, that in something
like this item that you are talking about, the way the public would
react to it oftentime depends upon how you ask that question? In
other words, if you approach it from a somewhat different point of
view, the idea the person is entitled to have a deduction for charity,
and even if he used the simple form he could claim some deduction for
charity in addition to using a standard deduction, they might answer
somewhat differently than the way this was presented?

Mr. ROPER. It may well be, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It seems to me, sometimes if you pose a problem

somewhat differently you get a different answer, and if you pose it
against the idea of simplification, they might say, I guess that would
simplify it, if you gave them that option.

Mr. ROPER. I think that is quite true. I am a strong believer that
the way you ask the question can affect the results, particularly where
opinions are not, terribly strongly held. That is one of the reasons we
always reproduce the verbatim wording of every question and you
will find the verbatim wording of every question in the small volume,
and you will find the full questionnaire in the large volume.

I think that is quite true and there is an example of what you are
talking about, not on this contribution subject, but there is an example
of what you are talking about in this study as compared with the last.
Again, ifI can find it quickly-

Mr. BLOCH. I think it might help if you examine the larger volume
as to who voted in favor and who opposed that. I think it would be
very interesting. I probably feel like you do, that that credit would be
a very good thing. It would be interesting to find out who voted
against it and who voted for it. Maybe the people who don't give to
charities say, "Gosh, if it is a credit, I am going to have a harder time
say ing no.'

Mr. ROPER. Shirley, do you know where the question is on broad-
ening the tax base?

We asked a question last year about whether the tax base should be
broadened and the tax rate lowered accordingly, and it came out
strongly for broadening the tax base and lowering the rate. When we
looked at the results, we concluded that we had written not very good
questions because what we suspected was that people's interpretation
of broadening the tax base was bringing into the system those who
now pay nothing.

Well, that was part of what we meant. What we also meant was
making less kinds of income tax exempt, making fewer exemptions,
broadening the tax base in that way, as well as in bringing in those
who were paying nothing at all.

This year, we rewrote the question to make it crystal clear what
we were talking about. Sure, bring in those who aren't paying anything,
but also, make more kinds of a person's income deductible, taxable,
and fewer things deductible.

This sharply changed sentiment for broadening the tax base. It
reduced it. The question was designed to do the same thing in both
years, but the way wo phrased it produced one result last year and a
quite different result this year.

The CHAIRMAN. Can you tell me what the result is this year?
Ms. WILKINS. Page 63.
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Mr. ROPER. Page 63 in the small volume is this year's wording of it,
and I think I can find last year's wording, if you would like the
comparison. It is at the top of the page there.

The CHAIRMAN. So the answer comes out that about 41 percent
would like to see the tax base broadened and 30 percent not.

Mr. ROPER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. When you put it on the basis of eliminating some

of the deductions.
Mr. ROPER. That is right. Last year, when we made it less clear,

we got, I think it was about a 2 to 1 margin in favor of broadening
the tax base. So, I would urge you not to make any conclusion about
any result in here unless you also look at what the question itself is.

Ms. WxLKiNS. The wording last year got 48 to 29.
Mr. ROPER. Broadening the tax base was favored 48 to 29, and I

don't think there has been big trend changes in a year. I think it is
the wording change-a different perception of what we are talking
about.

The CHAIRMAN. It is just about 50-50 when you make it clear what,
you are talking about in eliminating some of the deductions.

Mr. ROPER. That is right.
Senator PACKWOOD. What they would eliminate in order to broaden

the tax base, and the things they do not want to eliminate are the
big ticket items.

Mr. ROPER. That is right.
Senator DOLE. Space and welfare.
Mr. ROPER. Another thing relative to this whole fairness thing, we

asked a question about whether everyone, rich as well as poor, ought
to pay at least something in taxes, and there was overwhelming
sentiment for it. I think an awful lot of it is not that I am paying too
much tax, but that you or he isn't paying any, and that is the un-
fairness.

I would like to come back in a moment, if I could, to this question
of excessive taxes. I said that 26 percent regarded their Federal
income taxes as excessively high. Thirty-two percent regarded their
real estate taxes as excessivey high. That was the big one. And
incidentaly, it was far bigger in the Western States than it was in
the rest of the country.

This study was done before proposition 13. Social security taxes-
which were the big furor at the time we were designing this study
with all kinds of reports about how the public was up in arms about
the new social security taxes-they come out much lower as excessive
than either property taxes or Federal income taxes.

Senator DOLE. They haven't gone up yet.
Mr. ROPER. That is true.
Senator DOLE. It is taking 2 years now.
Senator CURTIS. The big raise only helps 25 percent of the people

by raising the base.
Mr. ROPER. That may well be it, but, at the same time we were

designing it, there was talk about how much resentment there was
then, not how much there would be next year, but how much there
was then over the new rates. And we don't find it now. Maybe we
will next year, but we don't now.

The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, I wish we could go on, but I believe
we are going to call this session to a halt now because we have some
bills we want to report out.
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I want to thank you, Mr. Bloch, for sponsoring this study and thank
you, Mr. Roper, for the fine job you have done. I am going to study
both of these volumes,1 and i would urge everybody else to. I think
it is enormously important how the public conceives of out tax system.

Perhaps at a later date, we might be able to get you back and get
some more information.

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Chairman, I would like to just add my
words to yours. I think this is a very interesting presentation and an
excellent service, and I am delighted to see it. I am a little bit shocked
by some of the results, I must say.

Mr. ROPE. So am I.
Senator DANFORTH. I think it is a very useful thing to have. I

want to express my appreciation to Henry Bloch, who not only
runs a very great company and has become something of TV
celebrity in the process, but is a really outstanding citizen of Kansas
City at thb same time.

Senator DOLE. He lives in Kansas.
Senator CURTIS. If we are going to get in such a contest, I must

have the record show that Mr. Roper is a distinguished citizen of
the State of Nebraska.

I find some misconception about our tax laws in Nebraska, and
if that is true, as I am raid it is, then the misconception elsewhere,
in the less-informed States, must be very, very bad.

Mr. ROPER. On behalf of my partner, Shirley Wilkins, and Henry
Bloch, I want to thank you allfor the opportunity of presenting thistoyou.K you have any questions about it, I hope you will give them to us.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. That will be very helpful
to the committee.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
I Vol II of the study was made a part of the offletal committee file. For vol. I see

appendix.
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From$ H&R BLOCK, INC.
4410 Main Street
Kansas City, Missouri 64111

Contact: Shirley Wilkins (President, The Roper Organization)
212-679-3523

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

TAX BURDEN COMPLAINTS INTENSIFY -- ROPER SURVEY

NEW YORK, August 8 -- U.S. taxpayers' feelings that they are

over-taxed have intensified sharply in a period of only two months,

according to a study released today by The Roper Organization.

Asked in mid-July how they regarded their Federal income tax

burden, 41 percent called it "excessively high" -- a 15 percent jump

from the results recorded two months earlier.

The earlier survey, an in-depth study of taxpayer attitudes

conducted by the Roper firm, and underwritten by HliR Block an a

public service to Congress, the Administration and others involved

in tax legislation, interviewed a national sample of 2,000 adults

one month before the wide publicity on California's Proposition 13

and before much of the tax publicity emanating from Washington. The

follow-up study, done for the "Roper Reports" newsletter, was in the

field about one month after Proposition 13, the vote some saw as

the beginning of a "taxpayers' revolt."

The study for H&R Block, presented to the Senate Finance Committee

on July 27, showed broad discontent with the tax system, a feeling

that the income tax burden is unfairly distributed, and overall, a

very poor understanding of how the tax system works.

'We were intrigued by some of the responses in the Block survey

and curious to see if Proposition 13 and the continuing tax debates

in Washington are really having a broad impact," said Burns Roper,

chairman of the opinion research firm, "so we decided to repeat some of

the questions in a later, more general study for Roper Reports."

a
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Asked directly, in July, about Proposition 13, in which Califor-

nians voted to limit business and residential property taxes to no

more than one percent of market value, 56 percent of the national

sample said they would vote for such a measure in their own community,

and only 25 percent would vote against it. So, of those who had an

opinion one way or the other, more than two-thirds favor a lid on

property taxes today.

The latest Roper survey showed a sharp turnaround in public

opinion, from the May survey, as to which tax is thought to be the

most excessive.

Asked in the H&R Block survey whether they consider their taxes

"excessively high', 'somewhat high', "about right", or "extremely low',

32 percent of all those asked felt property or real estate taxes were

excessively high, followed by 26 percent who saw their Federal income

taxes as excessively high.

The followup, identical question asked in the July survey showed

an increase to 36 percent for those who think their property taxes

are excessively high, but there was a remarkable 15 point increase

to 41 percent of the public who now consider their Federal income

taxes excessively high.

"In view of the fact that Proposition 13 was concerned with

property taxes, it is not surprising to find an increase nationally

in those who feel their property taxes are excessive," Roper said,

'What is surprising is to find the sharp jump in such a short period

in those who feel the Federal income taxes are excessive.'

Both polls also asked about Social Security taxes, sales taxes,

state income taxes and city or local income taxes.

In every category, there was an increase in the number of those

saying the tax is 'excessively high,' compared with the Block survey

taken in May.
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Note: With Roper Survey

The following table illustrates the changes
in taxpayers' opinions of their tax burden
from May to July 1978:

Question: I'm going to name some different kinds of
taxes you might have to pay, and for each
type would you tell me whether the taxes
you have to pay are excessively high, some-
vhat high, about right or extremely low
(July-Roper Reports; May-Roper Study for

H&R Block.)

Amount paid is:

Excessively
high

July

Federal
Income
Taxes

Property or
Real Estate
Taxes

Social
Security
Taxes

Sales
Taxes

State
Income
Taxes

City or local
Income
Taxes

May.

411 26%

36 32

27 22

24 20

21 16

12 10

Somewhat
high

About
right

July May July

30% 37%

21 23

24 25

27 26

24 24

13 15

May

16% 22%

19 21

29 30

41 43

28 34

19 22

Extremely Don't pay
low I that tax

July may 1July maylJuly

- 1%

- 1

1 1

1 1

1 L

1 1

10% 12%

18 20

14 18

22 21

49 48

Don' t
know

Mal

2% It

5 4

4 3

2 2

3 4

7 5
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mER . 0 WMARSOa TOOeey, August , 1978

OrM IS 0197li= 10 CWGAnIMTII IC. G PAN AVA 1W W . MV O M

SUM 481MC3 RULI5, 70-7

(July s - 1s Interviewing)

Tax Uzm Complaints Lep

Onw MMW for W& S1a1 tnc., released in July and based On Intervieeing conM oted be-
gore pbssge of CoLforneA's Propoition 13, 6od videspread belief that our tax mye-
ten is Ounfle-but unfairr," Dat mecOeesive'o Ol1y one-thlrd felt their property
taxe1 awe '.OSSsiVS ve high " oily OA AQ four thout their federal inome taxswere
'"Saw eeAy high'- (vs. 67% abo felt the federal Income tax system ee unfair to most').
Ueoause this Wurvey was outed prior to Proposition 13, we repeated several ques-
t nge asked In It in mo YIO3 70-7. Not too suprisingly, the pircontage who feel
their property, tax"s are nexcesoively high" he risen nationally since passage of

gpotion 13-from 32% to 36t. The 'stune,' however, is that while Proposition 13
concenedm property taxes, the big increase An feeling that taxes are "excegeivelyhighm
Ac with respect to federal incom taxes-a Jum Erm 260 to.41% In just two monthly
Othlu thre wee little evidence of a national tax revolt In the NRS Block study, 78-7
aiom that ixzpoition 13 hae added substantial fuel to the tax fir--with respect to
all taers. Not pertlioularly the federal inc o e.

14. san oIe to ame me duLtt hise of temo. Vas my bae to pay, mad got
e ap peeld You tal m btbw tee rm baev to po m. e l€oeivly

b. e5m , abee atm riot I ax £t ka

Wadagal lames m m M
too" 411 36 1 0 1 22 1 10 i1 a I
beds! saemzaty
toesm m722 m 4 21 29 02 1 a 14 is 4 2

tomee 320 814% N 24 so 24 1 1 22 H1 a 4
city af leom
Lmamlaa 12 15M 12 1 1 I2 1 1 49 46 1 5
Pwrp at est~

eftata taom 3% 2"5 21 22 to t - 1 as to 4
Saiestoo" SO t 20 v3 26 4k 42 1 1 5 7 2 2

Proposition 13 in :M Commnity" Fagred More t n Two To One
A mnth after passage of Proposition 13, after heavy mediL exposure to the prom and
cons, and with 4kmtton of the pros and cons included in the question wording, the
public says it d vote for a local Propoition 13 by vell over a two to one margin.

15. n m oleftm i 'e, .4. "two ia Cali~taLa WOUMB In famr af Prepo-
stles 1. As ym prebly Imw, tmt I Wttom ta1ld for lo eb

boains a" realdaoslal propane tams to so more " oe porenm of
eotes nel6. I%00 AS taVor 0 It d A t el mt tAUXON ad tot-

Seat ot bad ad h"to be eat. "rBe aglt it maid It 1043 edore.
Ibm ene to roe Obee t"". or 01"e eS dam on 06st ia oeet for

Spollee i other m e tl. It a prmsItia nt put to a nto
Am VO emily to 1~a ev tl tama to se Wrs Ubm oma parnat of
eibt Val". WM1l pe VOt for it t amlat II

eit SO 15
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easgm For Morting Proposition 13 vary
the comma denominator to the reasons for favoring Proposition 13 Is an ants-9overn-
innts sentiment. Personal econoos-the high ct of livinq--is least often named
as a ron for favriLnq it. Public perception of govermedt waste, inefficiency
end needls programs are the motLvating forces for proposition 13 sentiment. Tlis

Snesoed by the fact that pople think that needed survLes oculd be maintained
without tax Lacase" by better than a tw to one margin.

tuf Psew Pvspeitsmm I is g . %)
14. Mome we so" reaeos people love tr voting few Pep"estloe

U£t ite alsI. (Card Owne roopedamt) Miss of these
se s reaM s fee beln in aem of s eu a poopostiso

a. 2 Ane% amee at the the gouexmet spend
meap-thego's fee m w -as tadfIleisey 3a

a. ISOMeety Uses a"5 ms Mone MM whop seo ta be 2
5. I de's onto" of "M of the es the Ie*aIt

N 00eee~, Wit thaws wees Uesft amas
9 would be eut act

a. lta te we let pltUcLaau kow tey oMt jea
do stoha tay west to n

b. bano. Rin9 pWiOS med rie tama I just Ca't
.ea it ma emeth ia has to give is
Moe W Dn't khow I

27. Seam pplo feel that It the proerty ls we"s ot to 1 ot br-
11et gal", thn ta loss weuld bMv to be sof up by sattieg go".
anment services ot ineroaawotheg taxe. Othr people feel
tht th go"It would tfid the MOMe mInI- or could eat
cut vwaste, Leoftleleey and gedls programs to avoid
ta 94eeresaigrd service ote. Do yoe thiak tax Lawrueee or
serve gets MOM~ be ocsary, ar that meoedSrvies would
be MaLstIeed vithout resorting to merv set ts ol eS loraes?

2M ereee/g/sevice wete

381 eedmd SI
Not ew 5

Welfare Ad kereation/Culture Should Be Cut First
While most of the public sees 'no need to cut essential services If local property
taxes are reduced, the services they would be most inclined to cut if cuts are insti-
tuted are in welfare and in parks, mIseums and recreation. The fact that little of
welfare osts are financed by local property taxcesia either little known or irrel-
evant. People are least Inclined to cut fire and police protection.

30. Nll, if %bay did bave to redg services. A koh to or three of thete local

eIOiSe weld pa be soot willieg to am redoem? (Card sv respom"t)

e. waltame 11% . Street repair i8
8. term. 05440080 f. salboIN 7

Srocreatie2 a. pollee 3
b. LftrirLso ZL . irm I

. ubie trasrpor-1
tattm 1 0 no

e. SOaitlto garbage eet heW
eelloeties} 5
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If All Taxs ot One-third, Qoa4 f st ee n Vre minast

After talk of Propositioa 13 and respondents' local ossmities, we broadened the
foous to a one-third cut in all tAee-olool, state end federal. A nearly evenly
PaeOeDM list of possible gORand bad affect of mch a out ws presented to re-

ponda ts, vith the order of the item In it pretty nh alternated baMtw good and
bad. kNt %Oen people wen sked what they would esect to happen in light of such
outs, thee w no mad even balance see b etoes good mmd bad effects. The six
items most often Dmd were all good effects.

Is. OW te2,s betwo ,b* Ant~# set Pe otv e"se. tll tas
a&--laoel. *%am s0 ft-wa a"e -b _-Oi. Sthih ofeA
tbnge 66 WOm thit WmAd b"05s, IS NOa IC*1 ARN rqmi1a11

L. Mess4ee 9W" 0 mm"amlem m be fu sat
seas m b aoW%

1. tOm les b"mOt aMoier
effisiust

0. e evermat auld bemue me
reoosive
M.atlnt eea mis ba reame be-
moee *e to lgverat alda

a. Ike alede miae v"Mi set M&

40. Wuqoloyseat main ris beom"n
of gowmant mote.t ta"fI

b. Me emelo male be timltmle
beoma. eoi s Mai ban owe
smer t andn

8. Wal. safte ue be semee
45, boos.~ $1 boeielt "n" u

a. o Wu&Atl mile eatsh w M

~J. stsa ml mWn md 6et-&-
eman

e. Sisita me esw ailitie" Vole
30 o. e te msm t Met

ow sete a ilaI aeus me"d bentoeq in
$0"Wits" bnee of Uers do-

94"Mela

t1
15

is

14

M

5

One-third Cut In All Tax.s Favored More 22han Two To One
Not surprising, in light of the perceived effects of a one-third out in all taxs,
1. the fact that over tine as many think it would be a good thing 'to make much a
out as think it would be a8 bad thing. one-third, however, are either =UU of the
effects or qualified their anmr.

the E&R block atudy conducted before Proposition 13 gave little indication of a
national tax revolt, although most people expressed the view that there wee mb-
stantial inequities in the federal tax system. Ws latest Yos.R RPZM , howevers
indicates that Proposition 13 has caused the publios latent tax disoontents to come
ilive--possibly because California has proven to them that something can be done
about it.

3U. Warreudn oeomia1si -,M belamie 4o pms dshi it mid" be a
good thing, . a bad dthng it all taem sav out I ee-thiM

ae 45% Depends alb tn-so Wer et W.) lit

a" n oit knuw to

(te 76-7 results, as well as the HR Block reultal are based on in-hme
personal interviews with reresentative sales of 2,000 adults-4ifferent
adults In each study-in the continental United States. Interviewing on
78-7 vs conducted during th period from July th to 15th, 1976. lnter-
viewing on the ER Bloack survey was oonducted frm ny 6 to Noy 13, 197.
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IWrROICTOV

This is the second of two studies commissioned by HaR Block and conducted

by The Roper Organization to explore public understanding of and attitudes towards

the federal income tax system. This year's study covered eight major areas:

. Knowledge of the federal income tax system

" Fairness of the federal income tax system and of other types
of taxes

• Attitudes towards tax reform in general and towards various
proposed changes in the tax system

. Attitudes towards business tax deductions

* The tax system as a vehicle for social reform

. Attitudes towards proposals for college and private school
tuition tax credits

* Social Security taxes and funding

* Taxpayer practices

Certain questions from the 1977 study were repeated in order to measure any

changes in knowledge a" attitudes that might have occurred during the year, but the

majority of the questionnaire explored new areas or new dimensions of areas covered

in the last study. °

The Roper Organization was responsible for the questionnaire design, field

work and analysis of the results. Prior to designing the questionnaire a number of

tax experts, government officials and financial reporters were interviewed on an in-

formal basis by Roper executives in order to get their opinions as to the major areas

of importance to be covered in the study.

This volume presents the basic !irmlings of the study, including the con-

clusions we (Roper) draw from them. A separate volume containing complete tabulations

of all results and detailed demographic breakdowns is available on request.*

The study was based on interviews conducted in early May with a nationwide

representative cross section of 2007 adults. All interviews were in person and took

place in the homes of respondents. Technical details and a description of the

methodology appear in the Appendix.
5 Public Affairs Department

H&R Block, Inc.
4410 Main Street
Kansas City, Missouri 64111
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HIGHLIGTS PROM TE STUDY

This second study of The American Public And The Federal Income Tax System

was designed to update and confirm trends in certain areas, and further explore pub-

lic understanding of, and attitudes towards, the income tax system--to build on and

expand the 1977 study. Major attention was devoted to attitudes towards tax reform.

This section of the report covers those things that appear to be the most

important findings of the study. Subsequent individual chapters cover the detailed

findings on a subject by subject basis.

* In the view of the American public, the major problem with the

federal income tax system in this country is its unfairness.

- A growing majority condemns the income tax system as unfair

to most people.

- A growing majority sees middle income families as overtaxed,

while upper income people and large businesses are seen as

undertaxed.

- The public believes that over half of the very wealthy

pay no income taxes at all.

- A majority thinks that, as a matter of principle, everyone

should pay some income tax--poor as well as rich.

- The standard deduction is not seen as fair when applied to

two families with the same income but different levels of

expenses.

* The public places high priority on tax reform to make the system fairer.

- Tax reform to make the system fairer ranks third (after controlling

inflation and lowering the crime rate) in a list of fifteen national

problems that need immediate attention.

- The term "tax reform" means making the system fairer, and second-

arily eliminating "loopholes." People do not hear the term and

think their personal taxes will go up or down.

4
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- While many are seen to be partly responsible for lack of major tax

reform, *special interest groups" are most often blined.

* This year'a study confirms widespread misunderstanding of, and lack

of information about, how the income tax system works, which feeds to

the indictment of the income tax system as "unfair."

- The public demonstrates only slightly better perception this

year of how the graduated tax rate is applied, seeing an effec-

tive rate of 9% at the $10,000 income level, 14% at the $200,000

level. People greatly underestimate the amount of income taxes

upper income families pay, and see those in the top brackets paying

little more in percentage of tax on their incomes than those in the

lower brackets.

- Taxpayers continue to overestimate the percentage of income they

themselves pay in taxes, and estimate their own tax percentage as

higher than 'that for families with $200,000 annual incomes.

- Nearly half don't know (within $100) what they paid in Federal in-

come tax--three weeks after April 15.

- The earned income credit is little understood--particularly by those

who stand to benefit most from it, the low income groups.

- One-quarter of the public thinks a tax deductible contribution

costs the giver nothing because it can be taken off income taxes.

* While there is strong demand for tax reform to make the tax system fairer,

the public baa not reached the boiling point on the amount of federal

income taxes they pay.

- Predictive of the California tax revolt on Proposition 13, well

before the vote, more called their property taxes "excessive" than

called their federal income taxes "excessive"--particularly in the

Pacific region.

33-641 0 - U8 - S
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- On an anger scale from one to ten about the amount of federal in-

come taxes they pay, taxpayers place themselves Just above the

half way mark on the way to "extreme anger."

There is no demand for further simplification of tax forms and

instructions.

- The public gives lower priority to simplifying tax returns than to

changing the tax laws to making the system fairer.

- Taxpayers report this year's form much less difficult to fill

out than last year's.

- More taxpayers are using the short form, more are doipg their

own returns and fewer are having them done by outside

professionals.

- A majority of taxpayers say the IRS should leave forms and

instructions alone for a while rather than continue changing

them to try and make them simpler.

While the public by a narrow margin supports the concept of using the

tax system as a vehicle for social and economic reform in addition to

raising money, every specific additional such use of the tax system

asked about is rejected.

- There is only-minority support for using the tax system to

encourage people to do worthwhile things, to discourage people

from doing things that might be bad for them, to stimulate de-

pressed industries or to redistribute the wealth.

- The public opts for helping solve the problems of unemployment

and welfare by having the government create jobs for the needy

rather than giving tax incentives to business to hire them.

- When the earned Income tax credit is explained, a majority think

low income working people should be helped through other means.

14
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OTHER KEY FINDINGS

The public defines "middle income" families as those having annual incomes

between $20,000 and $400000. Below $20,000 is "low"; above $40,000 is

"high."

* The capital gains tax is considered a reasonable deduction rather than a

tax "loophole"--and not because people are thinking of the capital gains

on the sale of their homes.

* Large majorities describe 15 of 16 other tax breaks as "reasonable,"

not "loopholes."

* Additional tax breaks desired by majoritiesz extra exemption for handi-

capped, lower tax rate on savings account interest.

* People would prefer annual inflation indexing in t-e tax system over

periodic tax cuts as a means of coping with the twin problems of infla-

tion and rising taxes.

* But they feel President Carter's proposed $25 billion tax cut for this

year is more important than holding the line on taxes and the national

debt.

* A lower tax rate is not seen as reducing governments revenues.

* By a narrow margin, people would opt for a $1,000 tax exemption over a

$240 tax credit for dependents.

* Of four plans to provide tax aid for college tuition, the Carter pro-

posal to expand eligibility for loans and grants is the most popular.

* The public turns thumbs down on plans for college tuition tax aid that

would give a flat $250 deduction to those with children in college.

• The public gives a resounding "No" to extending tax aid for private

elementary and secondary schools--either with or without consideration

of parochial schools included.

* There is wide opposition to business tax deductions that appear to give

special breaks to a privileged few--club memberships, first class air

fare, etc.
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* But union dues, uniforms, child care costs, and transportation to

work are seen as appropriate deductions.

* There is wide opposition to full tax deductLons for the business Lunch,

whether it is described as "the 3-martini lunch" or simply as a

seal for business purposes.

* Only one-third favor "double taxation" of corporate dividends.

* Social Security taxes are not a burning issue at the present time, but

the public does favor some other method than the current way of funding

Social Security. The Carter plan for using a combination of worker-

employer taxes and funds from general tax reven es is the most popular.

* People would be most willing to pay more taxes for fighting crime, im-

proving education, solving the energy problem, and national health

insurance (but loes than one-third would pay more for any of them).

* To cut government spending, a majority would cut space exloration,

over one-third would cut welfare and aid to big cities.
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Chapter Summary

The public demonstrates a clear lack of understanding of how the federal

income tax system works and taxpayers a lack of knowledge of what they them-

selves pay in taxes. A question repeated from the 1977 Study shows the public at

large and taxpayers themselves still have virtually no understanding of the

graduated tax rate. While there is a little more realization now than a year ago

that the rate graduates, it is seen as very gradual. People estimate that those with

annual incomes of $10,000 pay 9% in taxes, and those with an income of $200,000 pay

14% of their income in taxes. And, once again, whereas taxpayers greatly under-

estimate the taxes people with high incomes pay, they overestimate the percentage they

themselves pay. The truth is, a large lody of taxpayers do not know what they pay

in taxes. Nearly half said they did not know within $100 the total amount they paid

in federal income taxes this year.

People do have the idea that those who earn over $16,000 a year pay a

majority of total tax dollars collected, although they appreciably underestimate the

actual percentage of 72%. While the pattern of answers indicates guessing, they say

that this 25% of the population pays over half of the tax dollars collected.

Questions on two specific aspects of the tax system reveal that

- The public clearly has no understanding of how the earned income

tax credit works for certain low income wage earners.

- One-quarter of the public belieces a tax deductible contribution

costs the giver nothing because it can be taken off income taxe..
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Perception Of How Much People At Various
Income Levels Pay In Federal Income Taxes

As shown in the 1977 study, the public has little understanding of the

graduated tax system, and greatly underestimates the amount of federal income taxes

paid by those making $25,000 or more, Asked to estimate the amount paid in federal

taxes by families of four at various income levels, one-third to 44% couldn't iak*

a guess. Those who made an estimate put percentages paid in taxes very little

differently from one income level to another--13% on $50,000, 14% on $200,000. The

only income level where the public was close to the mark on estimating the amount of

taxes paid was $15,000. Beyond that, those with under $7,000 were close on the amount

of taxes paid on $10,000 of income, and those with $25,000 or more income were close

on the taxes paid on $25,000 of income. All other estimates were far from the mark--

particularly on incomes of $25,000 and higher.

A.
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Q14. I'a going to name aome different levels of income, and for each
one would you tell me how much you think the average married
couple with two children would have to pay in federal income
taxes? First, a couple with $10,000 income. About how much
do you think they would have to pay in federal income taxes?

Median Estimate Of Taxes Paid

Income level of respondents

Total Under
public $7,000

$7,000 $15,000
to to $25,000 Total

under under and tax-
$15,000 $25,000 over payers

2007 375 648 606 358 1684

(0 of t of (% of (t of (% of (t of
income) imoome) income) income) inoome)income)

$964
(10%)

2914
(12%)

6397
(13%)

Amount of
taxes paid by
a couple with,

$10,000 income $948 $944 $1020 $1046
(9) (7 (91) (10%) (10%)

$ 15,1000 income 1613 937 56n72 745
@ (6%)

$25,000 income 2847 2024 2806 2850
(11%) (8%) (11%) (111)

$50,000 income 6252 4083 6119 6289 7788
(13%) (8%) (12%) (131) (16%)

$100,000 income 14,570
(15%)

9593 13,674 14,649 21,273 15,615
(10%) (14%) (15%) (21%) (16%)

27,927 19,412
(14%) (10%)

25,106 29,614 41,176 29,078
(13%) (15%) (21%) (15%)

Percent Percent
of total required
public accord-

an-
swering
don't
know

2007

33%

34

36

41

43

44

ing to
with-

bolding
tables

6%

10

15

26

31

33

Note& Results within 1 of 2 points of the actual percentages
required according to withholding tables are circled.

Taxpayers Estimate Of The Percentage Of Their

Income They Paid In Federal Income Taxes

In estimating the percentage of their own income paid in federal taxes,

taxpayers were as inaccurate as in estimating what others pay. But in this case they

overestimated the mount they pay, whereas they underestimated what others pay. This

group of people actual y had a median income of approximately $16,857. The median

Rkmber of
respondents

$200,000 income
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percentage of taxes paid on their income tax was estimated at 17%, about one-third

again the correct percentage (13%) for $16,857 of family income assuming 3 exemptions.

And, all income groups consistently overestimated the tax they paid.** But perhaps

one of the most startling findings is that one-third of all taxpayers couldn't even

make a guess am to what percent of their income they paid in taxes.

Q45X. About what percent of your total inoe would you
say you paid in federal income-taxes this year?***

income group
$7,000 $15,000 $25,000

Total Under to under to under and
taxpayers $7,000 $15,000 $25,o00 over

Runber of respondents 848 93 298 279 173

a a % a
Percent paid in federal taxes

Under 5% 9 25 13 4 1

5% -under lo% 6 8 7 4 5

10% -under 20% 23 14 21 29 23

20% -under 3Q% 19 11 16 25 23

30%- under 40% 7 1 3 6 17

40% -under 50% 1 - - 1 3

50% and over 1 2 2 C -

Don't know/no answer 34 40 39 30 29

Median 18.0% 8.6% 15.2% 19.3% 23.0%

' Less than .5 percent

Asked whether they knew within $100 the total mount they paid in federal

income taxes for the year, only a little over half of all taxpayers (56%) said yes,

they knew. And this may be an inflated number, considering how inaccurate people

were in estimating either the percentage of their income paid in taxes or the number

6* These are similar to the results obtained a year ago when the question was asked
only of those who either did their own return or had it done by a professional,
rather than all taxpayers as this year.

" Half the sample was asked this question in terms of dollars in taxes paid per $100
of income to determine whether or not the question was more understandable. Re-
sults were little different in terms of the medians, but there was a higher level
of "don't know* answers on the alternate question. Therefore, this version is
shown as the more valid measure.
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of dollars paid in taxes per $110 of income. Those who made out their own return were

much more inclined to think they know what they paid in taxes than those who did not

make out their own return, but even among those who did their own return, 3 in 10

said they did not know how much they paid in taxes--less than a month after April 15.

Q46. I 'm not going to ask you how much you paid in federal income
taxes this year, but if I were to ask you, do you think you
could tell me within one hundred dollars what the total
amount your taxes for the year came to?

Spouse/
relative/

Did friend Used
Total own did outside

taxaers return return professional

Number of respondents 1684 436 387 859

Yes, know within $100

amount of taxes paid 56 72 41 55

No, do not know 44 28 60 45

Who Are The Major Taxpayers

A question based on a report by the Tax Foundation (based on IRS date) that

the 25% of taxpayers who earn $16,000 a year or more pay 72% of all taxes collected

was asked of half the sample in this year's study. The question posed was which of

a list of percentages people think comes closest to the percentage this 25% of tax--i

payers pay of all taxes collected. The distribution of answers indicate random guess-

ing, and the median of 57% is a good deal below the true answer of 72%.
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Q48Y. 251 of all taxpayers earn $16,000 a year or more. Which
of the percentage on this card would you say Por s
closest to the percentage these people pay of all the
incoae taxes that are collected from everyone? (Card

shown respondent)

tkwber of respondent$

Percent of all taxes collected paid
by 25% earning $16,000 or more

Total Total
mlic taxpayers

1003 836

% FA

95%

75%

55%

40%

25%

15%

Don't know/no answer

Median percent

S

19
18

17

14

8

19

57

5

20

19

19

14

8

16

57

C
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Knowledge Of How Earned Income Tax Credit Work.

The public clearly does not understand how the earned income credit works

for certain low income wage earners. Given the example of an employed wage earner

who qualified for the credit, had a tax credit of $300 and had had $100 withheld,

people were asked whether they thought he would simply get his $100 back, or would

get back both the $100 and the $300, or $400 in total. Only one-third gave the

correct answer--that he would get back $400. 4 in 10 said he would get back just

the $100 that had been withheld, and one-quarter said they didn't know. Those least

knowledgeable about the earned income credit were those who could most benefit from

it--those with under $7,000 annual income.

Q16. Our tax system now provides for what is called an earned
income credit for certain low income wage earners. For
example, an employed wage earner who qualifies and who
has had $100 withheld can have a tax credit of $300.

Is it your impression that under this provision he
would simply get his $100 back, or would he get
back both the $100 and the $300, or $400 in total?

Income levels of respondents
$7,000 $15,000 $25,000

Total Under to under to under and
public $7,000 $15,000 $25,000 over

Number of respondents 2007 375 648 606 358

Get back just the $100 41 35 38 46 44

Get back both the $100 and
the $300 ($00 in total) 35 30 39 35 35

Don't know 24 35 23 19 21

Understanding Of The Meaning of

"Tax Deductible" Contributions

A majority of the public (two-thirds) understands what it means when a

contribution is said to be "tax deductible"--that it doesn't cost as much as the

amount given because the tax savings partially offsets the amount given. However,
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it is noteworthy that one-quarter of the public thinks a tax deductible contribu-

tion costs the giver nothing, because it can be taken off his or her income tax.

Taxpayers answered virtually the am* as the public at large on thia question.

Q18. We har a lot about contributions being tax deductible.
Which of these thing, do you think a tax deductible
contribution means? (Card shown respondent)

Total Total
public IA yr

Amber of respondents 2007

a. A tax deductible contribution is
something that doesn't cost you
anything because you can take it
off your income tax

b. A tax deductible contribution is
something that doesn't cost you
as much as the amount you give
because there is a saving on taxes
that partially offsets the amunt
you give

Don't know

1684

26 26

65 68

9 6

4
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Chapter Summary

If there is one thing that emerges loud and clear from this study it is

that in the eyes of the public the income tax system is unfair to most people. Two-

thirds of the public says this, a larger majority than a year ago. Furthermore,

asked what one thing bothers them most about the income taxes, people say unfair-

ness and inequities.

The belief that the system is unfair is expressed in a number of ways.

People think their own taxes are too high. An even larger majority than a year ago

see middle income families as overtaxed. High income families and large businesses

are still widely seen as undertaxed.

A majority thinks that, as a matter of principle, everyone should pay

some income tax, no matter how small. Furthermore, they believe this principle

should apply to the poor as well as the rich (though a smaller majority subscribe

to the principle when it's the poor as well as the rich instead of just the wealthy).

They believe that the standard deduction applied to two families with the same in-

come but with different levels of expenses is unfair. And, they think over half of those

with an annual income of half a million dollars or more pay no income taxes at all

because of tax loopholes.

Yet, "tax loopholes" continue to be something outside the commonly allowed

deductions and allowances. In a repeat of a question asked a year ago asking people

to describe each of a number of such items as reasonable allowances or tax loopholes,

a large majority again characterized most of them as "reasonable." Even the capital

gains tax, frequently criticized as favoring the wealthy, is thought by only a

minority to be a tax loophole. Furthermore, this is true when the capital gains tax

is asked about separately on stock alone, with capital gains on a person's home ex-

cluded from it. Last year we thought results on the capital gains tax might have

been influenced by people thinking of the tax in relation to their home. This

year's results make it clear that this was not the case.
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Despite the indictment of the tax system as unfair, the public does not

yet appear to have reached the boiling point over federal income taxes, as California

did over the property tax. On a one to ten "anger scale," people put themselves

somewhat beyond the half way mark, at 6.4. Furthermore, even before the California

vote on Proposition 13, more described their property taxes as "excessively high"

than so described their federal ircome taxes. However, federal income taxes rank

second to property taxes as excessive, and with the widespread feeling that the in-

come tax system is unfair, and strong feelings on the part of individuals that they

personally are overtaxed and that middle income families are being squeezed, the

property tax revolt could spread to income taxes.

Finally, against the prevailing opinion that middle income families are

the ones who are overtaxed, it is important to know how the public defines this group,

and in this study we asked. The answer surprised us as much as any result in the study.

Against the fact that the median annual income today is roughly $15,000, the public

says to be in the "middle income group" you have to have an income of at least

$20,000, and that you don't move into the high income group until you reach $40,000.

Below $20,000 a family is in the low income category.
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Public Opinion On Fairness Of
The Present Income Tax System

As in last year's study, early in the questionnaire before any other

specific questions on taxes, people were asked how fair they thought the present

federal income tax is. An even larger majority than a year ago call it unfair,

with one-third calling it "quite unfair."

QS. We'd like to talk to you about the income tax stem.
How do you feel about the present federal income tax
system--do you feel it is quite fair to most people,
or reasonably fair, or somewhat unfair, or quite
unfair to most people?

Total public
1978 1977

itaber of respondents 2007 2003

Total--fair 29 30

Quite fair 4 3

Reasonably fair 25 27

Total--unfair 67 64

Somewhat unfair 34 34

Quite unfair 33 30

Don't know 4 S

As in 1977, a majority of all subgroups of the population judge the

current system to be unfair, with highest criticism on this coming from those in the

$15,000 to under $25,000 income group, union members and white collar workers.
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Umber of

respondents

Total public 2007 (100%)

Total tax-
payers 1684 (100%)

Income groups

Under $7,000 375 (100%)

$7,000 to under
$15,000 648 (100%)

$15,000 to under
$25,000 606 (100%)

$25,000 and
over 358 (100%)

Other groups
higher than
average on
"unfair"

Union members 265 (100%)

White collar
workers 388 (100%)

Total--
fair

29%

28%

30%

26%

28%

22%

26%

Quite
f air

Tax system is.
Reason- Some-

ably Total-- what Quite Don't
fair unfair unfair unfair knov

4 25 67

3 25 70

4 28 54

5 25 66

3 23 74

2 26 71

6 16 77

2 24 73

34 33 4

35 35 2

31 23 14

33 33 4

38 36 1

32 39 1

34 43 1

38 35 1

Which Groups Pay Too much Or
Too Little In Income Taxes

When asked whether certain groups pay too much in income taxes, too little

or about the right amount, the public once again demonstrates what it means when

it characterizes the tax system as "unfair." As last year, few people think any

groups are taxed fairly. The group most seen as overtaxed is middle class families,

and more so than a year ago. 74% now say they pay too much in taxes, versus 69% in

1977. The other group seen as overtaxed by a larger majority than a year ago are

people whose income comes all from salaries or wages--63% now, 59% last year. Also

seen as overtaxed, but somewhat less than a year ago are people who own their homes

and low income families. Still overwhelmingly seen as undertaxed are high income

families and large business corporations, each seen as paying too little by about

three-quarters of the public.

a
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Q9. Here is a list of some different types of people or groups, (Card shown
respondent) Would you go down that list, and for each one tell me
whether you think they have to pay too much in income taxes, or too lit-
tle in income taxes or about the right amount? First, low income families.

1978 1977
Pay in taxes Pay

Too Too About Don't Too Too
much little right know much little

Answers of total public (2007 respondents)

b. Middle income families 74% 2 20 4 69% 2

d. People whose income all comes
from salary or wages 63% 2 24 12 59% 3

f. People who own their homes 50% 2 33 15 53% 3

a. Low income families 47% 4 37 13 53% 5

i. Small business companies 38% 12 30 20 42% 10

g. People who live in rented homes
gr apartments 3i% 11 31 21 38% 11

e. Self-employed people 29% 15 28 28 30% 17

c. High income families 7% 76 9 7 8% 75

h. Large business corporations 5% 72 10 13 6% 72

Note: Letters next to listed groups indicate the
order in which they were asked about.

As noted in the last study, while there are some few variations in results

by the various subgroups, for the most part there is consistent feeling as to which

groups are overtaxed and undertaxed. Generally speaking, those who fit into a group

tend more to think that group is overtaxed, but these differences are mainly one of

degree rather than a reversal of results. For example, some illustrations of the

feeling that "I am overtaxed" are that the self-employed are higher (53%) than the

general public (29%) on feeling self-employed people are overtaxed. Homeowners are

more likely (53%) than the general public (50%) to say homeowners pay too much. Home

renters are more likely (50%) than the general public (37%) to say people who live in

611 41 0 - 5 - 4
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rented homes or apartments pay too much. As noted in last year's report, it seems

that everyone feels that he pays too much in taxes.

However, looking at opinion on taxes paid by low, middle and high income

groups according to income of respondents reveals some interesting and seemingly in-

consistent results. While it is true that more people at the lower end of the income

spectrum feel lower income families are overtaxed, a majority in all income cate-

gories feel middle income families pay too much and high income families pay too

little. This is true even among people in the $25,000 and over group.

Income groups
$7,000 $15,000 $25,000

Total Under to under to under and
public $7,000 $15,000 $25,00 over

Rumber of respondents 2007 375 648 606 358

Low income families

Pay too much 47 57 51 43 35

Pay too little 4 3 3 5 5

About right 37 29 34 39 46

Don't know/no answer 13 12 12 13 14

Middle income families

Pay too much 74 60 69 81 83

Pay too little 2 5 2 2 1

About right 20 26 24 14 1s

Don't know/no answer 4 9 5 2 1

High income families

Pay too much 7 S 7 6 13

Pay too little 76 7S 76 80 72

About right 9 10 10 8 9

Don't know/no answer 7 9 6 6 7

Who Are The "Middle Income'?

This same patter.a of opinion on the overtaxed and undertaxed income groups

.4
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was observed last year, and the opinion of the $25,000 and over group that middle

income families were overtaxed and high income families were undertaxed led us to

speculate that "perhaps in this instance 'high income families' mean those with more

income than they have." This year we decided to explore what people mean when they

a talk about "middle income" and "high income" families. Therefore, we asked people

how high an income a family of four would have to have before they would describe

them as a middle income family rather than a low income family, and then how high

an income they would have to have before they would describe them as a high income

rather than a middle income family. (The questions were reversed for half the sample.)

Results were startling in light of the fact that the median income in the country to-

day is $15,000, and "middle income" might be expected to center around that figure.

Not in the eyes of the public. They say to be in middle income group annual income

has to be between $20,000 and $40,000. This makes opinion an to who is overtaxed and

undertaxed in our society much more understandable.

There is some variation in answers by people in different income groups,

but all groups places the middle income group higher than we would have expected.

Those in the lowest income group describe middle income people as those with incomes

between $17,000 and $35,000. Those in the $25,000 and over group put middle income

people between $23,000 and $51,000! Thus, when they say high income families pay

too little in taxes they don't mean people in the $25,000 - $35,000 bracket are under-

taxed, they mean people earning somewhere in excess of $51,000 are undertaxed. Most

of those in the $25,000 and over group think of themselves as middle income--the

group they feel is not overtaxed.
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Q5OXSIY. Thinking of a family of four, that is, a couple with
two children, how high would their annual income have
to be before you would describe them as a middle in-
come family rather than a low income family?

Q51X,50Y. And again, thinking of a family of four, how high
would their annual income have to be before you
would describe tham as a high income family rather
than a middle income family?

Income Groups
$7,000 $15,000 $25,000

Total Under to under to under and
public $7,000 $15,000 $25,000 over

Number of respondents 2007 375 648 606 358

Medians:
Divides middle income
from lower income $19,702 $17,372 $18,836 $19,844 $22,907

Divides upper income
from middle income $39,719 $34,789 $34,888 $39,818 $51,056

Opinion On Reasonableness Of Personal

Federal Income Taxes Paid

Last year a question was asked on the reasonableness of personal taxes

paid--were they excessively high, about right or very reasonable. The same question

was repeated this year for trend purposes with half the sample. The other half of

the sample, however, was asked a new version of the question that we felt allowed for

a sharper definition of answers--were taxes excessively high, somewhat high, about

right or extremely low. In the old version of the question the only way a taxpayer

could describe his taxes as too high was to call them "excessively high." Answers to

both questions give another clear explanation of the public's indictment of the tax

system as "unfair." On the trend question, nearly 6 in 10 taxpayers (and more than

a year ago) characterize their own taxes as "excessively high." 29% call the amount

they pay "about right" and only 8% say their taxes are "very reasonable."

0
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QIOX. Generally, how do you feel about the federal income taxes
you yourself have to pay? Would you say that your income
taxes are excessively high, about right, or very reasonable?

Total Total
public taxpayers
.17 17 1978 1977

tmber of respondents 1004 2003 848 1656

Personal federal income taxes are$
Excessively high 51 49 58 55

About right 26 28 29 31

Very reasonable 7 10 8 10
Don't pay any taxes (volunteered) 13 12 3 1

Don't know/no answer 2 2 2 2

However, when asked the new version of the question, which allowed them to

describe their federal taxes as "somewhat high" as well as "excessively high," the

largest group of taxpayers (42%) called their taxes "somewhat high," while 29%

called them "excessively high." Fewer, however, called them "about right" and only

It described them as "extremely low." Most subgroups of taxpayers called their taxes

"somewhat high" more than "excessively high."

Q1OY. Generally, how do you feel about the federal income taxes
you yourself have to pay? Would you say that your income
taxes are excessively high, somewhat high, about right,
or extremely low?

tmber of respondents

Personal federal income taxes area
Excessively high

Somewhat high

About right

Extremely low

Don't pay any taxes (volunteered)

Don't know/no answer

Opinion On Reasonableness Of
Other Types Of Taxes Paid

This year this new question was also asked

Total Total
public taxpayers
1003 836

t t

26 29

37 42

22 24

1 1

12 3

1 1

about other types of taxes
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paid as well as about federal income taxes. This allows comparing feelings about

federal income taxes with feelings about other types of taxes.

If the "excessively high" percentages are looked at as a national

barometer of taxpayer concern, it becomes fairly clear why Proposition 13 won

in California. Property taxes lead all others as "excessively high." This is

particularly noteworthy in light of the fact that interviewing on this study was

conducted well in advance of the California vote--and ahead of the heavy advance

publicity on the upcoming California vote. It is likely that a repeat of this

question now would show even more feelings against the property tax. At the time

of this study, feelings in the California area were running strongly against the

property tax. 48% in the Pacific area called the property tax "excessively high,"

versus 32% nationally, and versus 16% in the Pacific area who called federal in-

come taxes excessively high.

Ranking federal income taxes along with other taxes shows the public

places them second to property taxes as "excessively high" (26%). In third place

are Social Security taxes, with 22% calling them "excessively high." And 1 in 5

call sales taxes, the most universally paid taxes, "excessively high." State and

local income taxes rank lowest, with 16% and 10% seeing them "excessively high."

But perhaps the most significant finding of these questions is that such

large groups characterize all taxes as either "somewhat" or "excessively high."

It is likely that the sum feeling is greater than the total of its parts, and

justified or not, the public clearly feels it is overtaxed.

A
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Qll. I'm going to name some other kinds of tax." you night have
to pay, and for each type would you tell me whether the
taxes you have to pay are excessively high, somewhat high,
sbout right, or extremely low? First, Social Security taxes.

Amount paid in,
KR- Ex- Don't pay

cessively Somewhat About tremely that Don't
h! high right loy tax know

d. Property or real estate
taxes 32% 23 21 1 20 4

QlOY. Federal income taxes 26% 37 22 1 12 1

a. Social Security taxes 22% 25 30 1 18 3

e. Sales taxes 20% 26 43 1 7 2

b. State income taxes 16b 24 34 1 21 4

c. City or local ioo taxes 10% is 22 1 48 5

Once again the pattern of "I am overtaxed" is demonstrated. For example,

homeowners more than non-homeowners call property taxes "excessively high." And

those who are employed more than those not employed call Social Security taxes too

high.

The Anger Level On Federal Income Taxes

Despite characterizations of federal income taxes as too high, and the

widespread feelings that the income tax system is unfair, it appears that at least at

the time of interviewing (in Kay) the public had not "reached the boiling point." Late

in the interview, taxpayers were shown a picture of a thermometer numbered from one

to ten. They were asked if the bottom line, or one, represented feeling perfectly

satisfied and the top line, ten, represented extreme anger, what line represented

the way they felt about the amount of income taxes they paid.

While the public is over half way to the boiling point, it has not yet been

reached. The median was 6.35. Just how to interpret this is a question. It could

be considered dangerous because it is beyond the halfway mark. It could be con-

sidered safe because it is well under 10. But the question was not considered to
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be a one-shot summary of income tax satisfaction/indignation. The utility of the

question lies in what changes it may show in the future.

Anger over income taxes increases directly along with increasing income,

with the thermometer highest among those with the most income. Other groups that

express higher than average anger over income taxes are blacks, white collar

workers and residents of the Northeast.

Q47. We all know we have to pay taxes to provide funds for federal
government services--unpleasant as paying taxes may be. But
keeping in mind that while taxes may be unpleasant they are
necessary, we'd like to know how you felt about the taxes you
paid this year. Here is a picture of a thermometer. (Card
shown respondent) If the bottom line, or one, represents feel-
ing perfectly satisfied, and the top line, or ten, represents
extreme anger, what line would represent the way you felt this
year about the amount of income taxes you paid?

Median on
1 to 10

anger scale

Total taxpayers 6.35

Annual income is:
Under $7,000 5.43

$7,000 to under $15,000 6.08

$15,000 to under $25,000 6.48

$25,000 and over 6.95

Blacks 7.15

White collar workers 6.94

Residents of Northeast 7.07

Deductions And Exemptions: Which Are

Loopholes, Which Are Reasonable?

In the 1977 study, people weregiven an opportunity to examine a list of

the major tax deductions certain taxpayers can take and of certain kinds of non-

taxable income and asked to describe each one as a reasonable deduction/non-taxable

item or as a tax loophole. Despite the fact that the tax system was seen as unfair,

higher income people were seen as paying too little in taxes, and personal income

taxes were described as excessively high, none of the major allowances now made

6
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under the tax system vere seen as "loopholes" by the public. To further explore

this question, in this year's study we repeated the question with half the sample

exactly as asked a year ago in order to see if any changes had occurred. With

the other half of the sample, a slightly different list was asked about. Some

of the items were common on both lists, others were more closely defined, and a

few new ones were added.

Answers to the trend question show almost the same results as a year ago.

Large majorities described each of the items except two as reasonable" allowances,

and none of the items was seen by more people as a tax loophole than as a reasonable

allowance. There was a slight increase from a year ago (of I or 2 points) in the

percentages calling most items'tax loopholes." In a few cases, the increases were

greater--5 points ore in the case of contributions to charity, 6 points more on

fees paid for having income taxes done, 4 points more on interest income from muni-

cipal bonds. As a year ago, the two items mentioned most as tax loopholes were non-

taxable types of income--interest income from municipal bonds and half the profit on

capital gains. But even here more thought them reasonable allowances than loopholes.

The items most overwhelmingly accepted as reasonable allowances continue to be extra

exemptions for the blind and elderly, home mortgage interest and property taxes and

Social Security income.
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Q19X. Here are some deductions and exemptions that are now allowed for federal
income tax purposes, and some types of income that are not subject to
federal income taxes. (Card shown respondent) Some people feel most or
all of these are perfectly legitimate and reasonable. Others think that
at least some, if not all of them, are tax loopholes that work to the
unfair benefit of certain groups of people.

Would you read down that list and for each one tell me whether it is
perfectly reasonable for it to be deductible, or non-taxable, or whether
you think it is really a tax loophole? First, interest paid on loans.

Answers of total public
(1004 respondents)

1978
Reasonable

deduction or Tax
non-taxable loop- Don't

item hole know

1977
Reasonable

deduction or Tax
non-taxable loop-

item hole

Tax deductions or exeutions
i. Extra exemptions for blind people

h. Extra exemptions for those over
age 65

b. Interest paid on home mortgages

c. Property taxes paid by homeowners

f. Local and state income taxes

a. Interest paid on loans

d. Local and state sales taxes

e. Gasoline taxes

. Honey paid for child care by
working parents

g. Contributions to charity

k. Pees paid for having income taxes
done by someone else

Non-taxable income
1. Social Security income

m. Interest income from municipal bonds

n. Half the profit (capital gains)
from sale of stock or property

93V 3 3 95% 3

92% 4 3 94% 3

88% 7 4 90% 6

88% 7 5 89% 8

84% 9 7 84% 11

82% 13 6 84% 12

83% 10 7 84% 10

76% 19 5 78% 17

68% 25 7 70% 23

65% 31 4 70% 26

61% 31 8 69% 25

88% 7 6 91% 5

43% 42 14 46% 38

43% 40 17 46% 39

Note 1. Letters next to listed items indicate the
order in which they were asked about.

Note 2s Percentages may add to 99 or 101 rather
than 100 because of rounding by the computer.

0

4%
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Changes made in the list asked about of the other half of the sample were

minor with regard to tax deductions or exemptions, and only involved two items.

Instead of asking just about *interest paid on loans," the item was expanded to

"interest paid on loans and charge accounts." And instead of asking just about

"gasoline taxes," the item read "state gasoline taxes.m Results from the two halves

of the sample were remarkably identical. The only noteworthy difference was on the

changed "interest on loans" item. Here 4 points fewer called it a "reasonable de-

duction" when it read "interest on loans and charge accounts."
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Ream
X Form Y Form all

Tax deductions or exemptions
i. i. Extra deductions for blind

people

h. h. Extra exemptions for those
over 65

b. b. Interest paid on home mortgages

c. c. Property taxes paid by homeowners

f. f. Local and state income taxes

a. Interest paid on loans

a. Interest paid on loans or
charge accounts

d. d. Local and state sales taxes

e. L-Nsoline taxes

e. State gasoline taxes

J. J. Money paid for child care
by working parents

g. g. Contributions to charity

k. k. Fees paid for having income
taxes done by someone else

X Form Y Form
enable Tax Reasonable Tax
owance loophole allowance loophole

93% 493%

92%

88%

88%

84%

82%

4

7

7

9

13

83% 10

76% 19

92%

88%

88%

84%

4
7
7
9

78% 16

83% 11

76% 19

68% 25 68% 26

65% 31 67% 30

61% 31 59% 33

More changes were made in the list dealing with non-taxable income. The

only common item was "interest income from municipal bonds." Social Security in-

come" was changed co "Social Security benefits." Two items were added, "unemploy-

ment benefits' and "welfare benefits." And, the capital gains item was split so

that people were asked first about capital gains on the sale of a person's home,

and then about long term capital gains on the sale of stock or property.

With one exception, more called all the items on the new list "reasonable"

allowances rather than "tax loopholes." In the new context, interest from municipal

bonds was called a "tax loophole" by more than called it a "reasonable" allowance.

Large majorities said it was "reasonable" that Social Security benefits, unemploy-

ment benefits and welfare benefits are non-taxable.

Answers on the capital gains items were especially interesting, capital

gains on stock or property other than a home was answered identically as on the
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trend question, with more calling it "reasonable" than a "loophole." Even more

(55%) think the capital gains tax on a person's home is reasonable rather than a

loophole. Thus, answers on capital gains in last year's study were not influenced

by people thinking of capital gains in connection with their home.

Form Y Form allow
Non-taxable income

1. Social Security inoe 8

1. Social Security benefits

M. Unemployment benefits

n. Welfare benefits

a. o. Interest income from
municipal bonds 4

n. Half the profit (capital gains)
from sale of stock or property 4

p. Half the profit (capital gains)
from the sale of a person's home

q. Half the profit (capital ains)
from the sale of stock or property
held more than 9 months

X Form Y Form
able Tax Reasonable Tax
dancee losihole allowance loophole

8% 7

90%
74%

62%

4
19

29

,3% 42 38% 46

40

55% 31

43% 40

Opinion on How Many Of The Vea
Wealthy Pay No Income Tax At All

We coemented last year that "to the public, tax loopholes muat be acme

esoteric allowances they know nothing about. None of the specific tax allowances

was described as a loophole. Yet, when asked how many out of every 100 people with

an annual income of half a million dollars or more pay no income taxes at all

because of tax loopholes, the astounding answer was half of them." This question

was repeated for half the sample in the current study, and results were much the

same and generally consistent throughout all subgroups of the population--including

those at various income levels.

x

|3%
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Q48X. Some people have said that because of tax loopholes, many wealthy
people pay no income tax at all. Others have said this may be true
of a few, but not many. Out of every 100 people who have an annual
income of half a million dollars or more, how many would you say
pay no income tax at all? How many would you guess?

1978--Income Groups
$7,000 $15,000

to to $25,000
Total public Under under under and
1978 1977 $7,000 $15,000 $25,000 over

Ruxber of respondents 1004 2C03 195 335 288 181

% % S % % %

None 2 4 3 2 1 3

1 to under 5 4 4 1 2 4 9

5 to under 10 4 4 1 5 3 7

10 to under 20 9 8 9 7 12 10

20 to under 30 9 10 8 10 9 7

30 to under 40 4 3 4 3 4 4

40 to under 50 2 2 3 2 1 1

50 to under 60 16 19 18 15 18 13

60 to under 70 4 3 3 5 4 4

70 to urder 80 12 8 12 13 10 12

80 to under 90 5 3 3 4 8 6

90 to 100 14 14 9 16 14 15

Don't know/no answer 16 19 28 16 12 9
0 # I # # #

Median number per 100 55 53 54 57 55 53

Is It Fair That Some People

Pay No Income Taxes

Earlier in the questionnaire, two slightly different questions were asked

of each of two halves of the sample. To one-half it was explained that some people

with very high incomes end up owing no income taxes. To the other half it was ex-

plained that some people, poor as well as rich, end up owing no income taxes. Then

both halves were asked whether they thought this was all right if the nature of their

income and deductions or credits qualify them for no taxes, or whether as a matter of

principle everyone should pay some federal income taxes, no matter how small.

A large majority of the public says that everyone should pay some income

tax as a matter of principle. However, a smaller majority thinks this when the idea

.0
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of the poor paying no taxes ia injectd along with the rich. Answers were generally

consistent throughout all mbgroups of the population.

Q5X. For one reason or another, some people with very
high incomes end up owing no income taxes on their
income for the year. Do you think this is all
right if the nature of their Income and deductions
or credits qualify then for no taxes, or do you
think that as a matter of principle everyone should
pay some federal income tax, no matter how mall?

Q15Y. For one reason or another, some people--poor as well
as rich--end up owing no income taxes on their in-
come for the year. Do you think this is all right
if the nature of their income and deductions or
credits qualify them for no taxes, or do you think
that as a matter of principle everyone--poor as well
as rich--should pay some federal income tax, no
matter how mall?

Asked Asked
X version Y version

of question of question

All right some people owe no taxes 19% 33%

Everyone should pay at least some tax 75 62

Don't know/no answer 5 5

Is The Standard Deduction

Fair To All Who Take It

Late in the interview a question was asked on the fairness of the standard

deduction after an illustration of the taxes paid by two couples each with $15,000

incomes, but with quite different expenses. The introduction to the question ex-

plained that the standard deduction has been gradually increased in recent years be-

cause of inflation and to simplify taxes. Based on the illustration, the public by

almost 3 to 1 says the couple with higher expenses should not pay the same tax as

the couple with lower expenses. This was true among those who took the standard de-

duction as well as aong those who itemized deductions, though by a smaller majority.

It may be in answering this question many people saw themselves as the ones with

larger expenses. But, whatever the reason, when the standard deduction is illustrated,

it is thought unfair.
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Q49. In recent years, because of inflation and to simplify taxes,
Congress has gradually increased the standard deduction
allowed taxpayers in lieu of itemizing deductions. Here is
a card that shows how the increased standard deduction can
.affect two separate couples, each with $15,000 incomes, but
with quite different expenses. (Card shown respondent)

While Couple #1 has $3,000 of deductible expenses and Couple
#2 has only $1,000 of deductions, both couples are better
off taking the standard deduction of $3,200. Hence both
couples would pay exactly the same amount in taxes. Do you
think the couple with deductible expenses of $3,000 should
pay the same tax as the couple with only $1,000 of deductible
expenses?

Taxpayers
Took

Total standard Itemized
public Total deduction deductions

Number of respondents 2007 1684 176 697

Yes, both should pay

same tax 23 24 33 24

No, should not 60 61 54 65

Don't know/no answer 17 14 13 11

What Bothers People Most About

The Income Tax System

A final question in the questionnaire asked people if they had to name the

one thing that bothers them most about the income tax system, what it would be.

Answers to this question seem to sum up quite succinctly the concerns of the public

with regard to income taxes. It is the unfairness and inequities of the system more

than the amount of taxes people have to pay or the way tax money is spent. This is

not to say people are not unhappy about the amount of taxes they pay, but it is the

underlying feeling that the system is unfair that is the real cause of unhappiness.

And the unfairness is centered on the feeling that the rich pay too little while the

middle class pays too much. These feelings are sharpest among the most affluent

($25,000 or more income), but as shown earlier, $25,000 is considered "middle in-

come"--in fact, toward the lower end of the middle income range.

4
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Q52. If you had to name the one thing that bothers you
most about the income tax system, what would it be?

Income
$7,000

to
Total Under under
public $7,000 $15,000

Groups
$15,000

to
under

$25,000

$25,000
and
over

Number of respondents

Major answers--one thing that
bothers most about the income
tax system

Unfairness, inequities (net)

Rich people pay too little,
nothing

Middle class, middle incomes
pay too much

Poor pay too much

Big business, corporations
pay too little

Specific additional deductions/
exemptions/credits needed to
make system fairer

Taxes too high

The way tax money is spent, wasted

2007 375 648 606 358

47 32 45 55 56

17 11 18 18 17

10 3 10 12 14

5

2

5

5 2

3

10

14 11 16 16 11

10 6 8 11 18

Note: The answers clearly are in terms of personal income taxes, which this inter-
view had concentrated on. We know from earlier questions in this study and
from other studies that the public, thinking of all taxpayers, always tends
to say business corporations pay too little in taxes relative to individual
taxpayers.

35-641 0 - 78 - 5
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Chapter Samy

Against the widespread feeling that the inome tax system is unfair, it is

not surprising that public demand for tax reform is fairly high and that the kind of

reform wanted most of all is ending inequities in the system. Making the tax system

fairer has high priority as a national problem that needs immediate attention. It

ranks third in a list of fifteen problems, below only controlling inflation and

lowering the crime rate, and well ahead of such things as improving our educational

system, reforming the welfare system, and improving defense capabilities. Consistent

with the feeling that unfairness is the major problem with the tax system, lowering

income taxes ranked low as a priority (although people may have felt their taxes

would automatically be lowered if inequities in the system were dealt with). And,

in the context of other problems needing attention, demand for simplifying the tax

forms is almost non-existent.

To the public, tne term "tax reform" means revising the tax system to make

it fairer to all, and secondarily, eliminating "loopholes" (whatever they may be).

It does not mean simplifying tax forms or raising or lowering taxes in general.

The public is inclined to spread the blame for lack of major tax reform, but most

blame special interest groups working against changes. There is also feeling that

Congress doesn't want to make changes, that no one wants his own special benefits

eliminated and that no President has pushed hard for changes.

What changes in the tax system, then, are supported? With regard to tax

law changes to make the system fairer versus simplifying the forms and instructions,

the answer is change the tax laws. Furthermore, the public thinks that IRS should

leave the tax forms alone for a while instead of continuing to change them in an

attempt to make them easier.

By a narrow margin, the public thinks the tax base should be broadened,

which would reduce tax rates by including more types of income. But asked which tax

allowances they would give up to achieve a broadened tax base, there is low support

for giving up anything except those items that either amount to little in dollars or
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that few can take advantage of.

Asked which of seven new allowances should be incorporated in the tax

system, a majority supports an extra exemption for the severely handicapped and a

lower tax rate on savings account interest. There is narrower, and less than ma-

jority approval for having no tax on the profit from the sale of a person's home,

making interest on government bonds non-taxable, and a tax deduction for home

renters geared to property taxes. A majority rejects the idea of an extra de-

duction where both husband and wife work and of a special deduction for charitable

contributions for those who do not itemize their deductions.

The public has mixed feelings on how corporate dividends should be taxed.

7 in 10 think corporations should be taxed on dividends, but they are equally

divided between thinking dividends should be taxed at both the corporate and per-

sonal level, or only taxed at the corporate level. Few think only the individuals

receiving dividends should be taxed on them.

By a narrow margin, people would opt for a $1000tax exemption for each

dependent over a $240 tax credit for dependents.

To cope with the twin problem of inflation and rising taxes, the public

says, by a fairly wide margin, it would prefer an annual inflation adjustment

factor built into the tax system to periodic tax cuts.

But posed with which is more important now--President Carter's proposed

$25 billion tax cut to stimulate the economy, or leaving taxes as they are and

holding down the national debt, a majority back the tax cut.

Asked about the long range effect on government revenues of cutting taxes,

the public agrees with those economists who hold that lowering taxes stimulates the

economy enough so that revenues are not decreased.

Finally, in terms of priorities for tax spending, the public most supports

expenditures for lowering the crime rate, improving education, improving the energy

supply and setting up a program of national health insurance. There is least
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support for extending the welfare wste, improving publi transportation and aid

to big cities. And, if government expense. need cutting, the public would cut

space exploration, welfare benefits and aid to big cities.

S.
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Priority For Attention To National Problems'
Tax Reform Versus Other Problems

As an opening question people were shown a list of fifteen "things

people have said need to be done in our country" and asked which one or two they

think are the most important to be done right now. Included in the list were

three things involving income taxes--making the income tax system fairer, simpli-

fying income tax forms, and lowering income taxes. Lowering Social Security taxes,

a much publicized issue as this study was being developed, was also included in

the list.

In this context, demand for making the tax system fairer ranks third;

with controlling inflation the nurher one priority, and lowering the crime rate

a close second. These priorities rather dramatically illustrate the public's

feeling that the problem with the tax system is its unfairness. Lowering income

taxes ranks quite low on the public's list of priorities, although possibly people

feel that if the inequities in the tax system were taken care of their taxes would

automatically be lowered. And, demand for simplifying the tax forms is almost

non-existent. (This is consistent with other results that show people think this

year's form is much improved.) There is also low priority given to lowering

Social Security taxes. These general priorities for the kind of tax reform wanted

are equally true among all subgroups of the population.
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Q2. Here are some things that people have said need to be done
in our country. (card shown respondent) Would you read
over that list and then tell me which one or two of those
things you think are the most important to be done right
now?

Total
Total tax-
public Layers

Number of ze3pondents 2007 1684

I. Controlling inflation 38 38

b. Lowering the crime rate 36 34

c. Making the tax system fairer 23 25

e. Improving our educational system 18 18

n. Reforming the welfare system 18 18

o. Improving the nation's energy
supply 14 is

a. improving the nation's defense
capabilities 13 13

f. Setting up a program to provide
national health insurance for
everyone 13 12

j. Lowering unemployment 12 10

k. Lowering income taxes 9 9

h. Improving and protecting the
environment 8 8

d. Solving the problems of the
big cities 6 5

1. Lowering Social Security taxes 4 4

g. Simplifying income tax forms 3 3

m. Improving public transportation 2 2

None * -

Don't know C

* Less than .5 percent

Priorities For Tax Spending

Two different questions were asked of each half of the sample as a

follow up to the question on priorities for problems that need to be solved, using

a shorter version of the above list, one question asked which things people would be

W,
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willing to pay more in taxes to have done. Using a somewhat different list of things,

the other asked which should be cut most if government expenses have to be cut.

Answers to what they would be willing to pay more in taxes to have

accomplished confirmed earlier priorities. Lowering the crime rate ranks first,

closely followed by improving our educational system, improving the nation's

energy supply and setting up a program of national health insurance for all.

Q3X. Now here is a somewhat shorter list of those same things.
(Card shown respondent) All of those things require money
to accomplish. Which of them, if any, would you be willing
to pay more in taxes to have done?

Total
Total tax-
public payers

Number of respondents 1004 848
I I

b. Lowering the crime rate 31 31

d. Improving our educational system 25 25

i. Improving the nation's energy supply 24 26

e. Setting up a program to provide
national health insurance for
everyone 23 23

a. Improving the nation's defense
capabilities 15 17

f. Improving and protecting the
environment 15 16

g. Revising the welfare system to
provide more aid to people 11 10

h. Improving public transportation 7 7

c. Solving the problems of the big
cities 5 5

None 14 13

Don't know 2 1

If government expenses need to be cut, the public has clear priorities

for where the cuts should be made--in space exploration, welfare benefits and aid

to big cities. Few would cut Social Security benefits, education expenditures

or health and medical research. Taxpayers agree with the general public.
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Q3Y. Nov here is a list of things the Federal Government currently
spends money on. (Card shown respondent) If we get to the
point where we have to cut government expenses, in which two
or three of those areas do you think the most cuts should be
made?

Total
Total tax-
pubic payers

Tauber of respondents 1003 836

b. Space exploration 51 so

c. Welfare benefits 38 40

h. Aid to big cities 34 36

a. Military defense 18 17

k. Subsidies to farmers 17 17

J. Public transportation is 16

i. National highway construction
and repairs 14 14

a. Aid to colleges and universities 9 9

d. Social Security benefits 4 4

f. The public education system 3 4

g. Health and medical research 2 2

None 5 5

Don't know 3 2

What Does Tax Reform Mean

Since "tax reform" is a term that is much used by the press and by govern-

ment officials, we decided to ask people what these words mean to thea when they

hear them. And the answer comes loud and clear--it means revising the inoom tax

system to make it fairer to everyone, and secondarily to eliminate "loopholes"

(whatever they may be).

a'
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Q6. When you hear the words "tax reform," which of these things
does it mean to you? (Card shown respondent)

Total
Total tax-
public payers

Number of respondents 2007 1684

Tax reform means:

a. That the income tax system would be
revised to make it fairer to everyone--
the poor, the rich and the middle class 47 48

d. That the income tax system would be
tightened up so that tax loopholes that
work to the advantage of some people
would be eliminated 29 31

c. That the income tax system would be
revised to make it fairer to people
like you 13 13

b. That the income tax forms would be
simplified and made easier to fill out 9 8

e. That your personal taxes would probably
go down 5 5

f. That your personal taxes would probably
go up 5 5

g. other 2 2

Don't know/no answer 7 4

Importance Of Tax Reform Versus Simplification

Although in retrospect answers to other questions made it hardly necessary,

a direct question was asked as to the importance of changing the tax laws to

make them fairer or simplifying the tax forms and instructions. AS might be

expected in light of other results, over half of the public gives first priority to

changing the tax laws. Sentiment for changing the tax laws was-slightly stronger

among taxpayers, and was considered more important than simplification regardless

of whether people did their own tax returns or had them done, which form they used

or whether they took the standard deduction or itemized deductions.
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Q7. There has been a lot of talk about both the need for changing
the tax lave so that more people pay their fair share of taxes
and the need for simplifying the tax return form people have to
fill out. of course, both of these things are important, but
which one do you think should have first priority--changing the
tax lavs so that more people pay their fair share of taxes, or
simplifying the tax return forms and instructions so that they
are easier to understand and fill out, or that both are equally
important?

Total public

Total taxpayers

Tax return made out by,

Self

Outside professional

Spouse/relative/friend

Used

Short form

Long form

Took standard

deduction

Itemized deductions

Number changing
of tax

respondents laws

2007 (100%) 53%

1684 (100%) 57%

436 (100%)

859 (100%)

387 (100%)

64%

S5

53%

Simpli-
fying-
forms Equally
and important

instructions (vol.)

11 32

9 31

6

10

12

29

33

30

669 (100%) 53% 10 34

903 (100%) 61% 8 29

176 (100%) 60%

697 (100%) 62%

8

9

31

27

Don't
know,

no answer

3

2

2

4

4

2

1

2

Consistent with the lesser demand for simplifying the tax forms

and instructions. taxpayers think it would be easier for them if the IRS left the

forms and instructions alone for a while rather than continuing to change them

from year to year in an attempt to simplify them. And those who did their own

returns felt more strongly about this than those who had them done by an outside

professional.

41

P
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Q40. In many years the tax forms and instructions have been changed
by the Internal Revenue Service. Do you think the IRS should
continue to change the forms and instructions from year to year
in an effort to simplify them, or that it would be easier for
taxpayers if they would leave the forms and instructions alone
for a while?

Had return done by:
Total Did Spouse/
tax- own Outside relative/

payers return professional friend

Number of respondents 1684 436 859 387

IRS should:

Continue to change forms and
instructions 34 33 35 34

Leave them alone for a while 59 65 55 60

Don't know/no answer 7 2 11 6

Why Hasn't Major Tax Reform Occurred

In the public's view, the leading reason why major tax reform hasn't

occurred, despite talk of it for years, is that special interest groups have worked

against it. And, since the public views tax reform as changes to make the system

fairer, this answer is logical. But Congress also gets a good amount of blame for

lack of major tax reform--more than Presidents who have failed to push for it.

Few see lack of tax reform because the public is satisfied with the system as it

is, although a good many think it is because no one wants his own special benefits

to be eliminated. The college educated tend to place more blame on special interest

groups and people not wanting to give up their special benefits and less blame on

Congress and Administrations, than do the less well educated.
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Q8. There has been talk of major tax reform for years. Which
of these reasons, if any, do you think are the main reasons
more major changes haven't occurred? (Card shown respondent)

Level of education

Number of respondents

a. Special interest groups
have worked to keep changes
from being made

b. Congress doesn't really want
to make changes

d. No one wants his own special
benefits to be eliminated

e. No President has really
pushed hard for change-

c. The public is satisfied with

the system as it is

None of these (volunteered)

Don't know

Total
2Oic

2007

college

708
9'

High Non-high
school school

graduates

588
9'

graduates

709
9'

38 49 35 28

30 25 32 32

25 32 23 19

20 17 23 20

3 3

2

3

2

17

Which New Tx Allowances Should Be Made

Public reaction was sought with regard to seven specific proposals for

new tax deductions, credits or allowances "to make the tax system fairer." The

preamble to the question pointed out that in order to give a tax break to one

group, the tax rate must be adjusted elsewhere in order to keep tax revenues level.

This was felt necessary to dampen a "why not?" reaction to attractive additional

deductions with no thought to the consequences of granting more deductions.

Two of the seven proposals had majority approval--giving an emtra

exemption to those with severe physical handicaps and taxing interest earned on

savings accounts at a lower rate. Three others were popular enough to win approval,

though by less than a majority--having no tax on the profit from the sale of a

V'
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person's home, making interest on Federal Government bonds non-taxable, and

allowing a tax deduction for that part of the rent paid by home renters that goes

for property taxes and mortgage interest.

Two proposals were rejected by a majority--allowing an extra tax deduction

where both husband and wife work because of the extra expenses they incur, and

allowing a tax deduction for charitable contributions even when the rest of a

person's deductions are not itemized.

Answers of taxpayers to these questions paralleled those of the general

public, as did answers of most other subgroups.

Q
2
0. Some people say that any time a tax deduction or tax break is

given to one group the tax rate has to be higher for everyone,
and this in effect means that those who don't get the tax bene-
fit are paying for those who do get it. Bearing in mind that
more deductions and allowances could mean higher tax rates,
would you read down this list and tell me for each one whether
it is or is not a tax change you think ought to be made to make
the tax system fairer? (Card shown respondent)

Change
Should Should

be not be Don't
made made know

a. An extra exemption given if a person
has a severe physical handicap 84% 13 3

c. Interest earned on savings accounts
should be taxed at a lower rate 63% 31 7

b. No tax placed on the profit from the
sale of a homeowner's principal
residence 49% 42 10

g. Interest received from Federal Govern-
ment bonds should be non-taxable 48% 38 14

f. A tax deduction allowed for that portion
of rent paid by apartment or home renters
that goes for property taxes and mortgage
interest payments 48% 39 12

e. A tax deduction allowed for contributions
to charity even if you don't itemize the
rest of your deductions 401 so 9

6. An extra tax deduction allowed where both
husband and wife work because of the extra
expenses they incur 36% 56 8
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How Should Corporate Dividends Be Taxed

Taxes on corporate dividends have been controversial. Soe have claimed

that they are subject to double taxation, since corporations pay taxes on their

profits and dividend receivers are taxed again on those same profits. Posed with

the question on how dividends should be taxed, the public has mixed reactions. A

majority agrees that corporations should be taxed on them (71%), but this group

divides equally between thinking dividends should be taxed at both the corporate

and personal level or at the corporate level only. Only 15% think just the

people receiving dividends should be taxed on them. Taxpayers feel much the same

as the general public or. this issue, as do most other subgroups.

Q30. People who get income from dividends on stocks they own in
publicly held corporations pay personal income taxes on those
dividends that are in excess of $100. Corporations paying
the dividends have already paid income taxes on those divi-
dends, since they represent profits of the corporations and
corporate profits are taxed.

How do you think dividends should be taxed--at both the
corporate and the personal level as they now are, or that
only the corporation should pay taxes on dividends, or that
only the people receiving the dividends should pay taxes on
them?

Total
Total tax-
public payers

Number of respondents 2007 1684

Corporate dividends should be taxed at both
the corporate and personal level as they
now are 36 38

Only corporations should pay taxes 35 36

Only people receiving dividends should pay
taxes 15 15

Don't know/no answer 14 11

p
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Should Ihe Income Tax Base Be Broadened

A tern fairly widely used in connection with tax reform is "broadening

the tax bass"-a term that may well convey an erroneous meaning to the public.

Answers to a question in the 1977 study on whether or not the tax base should be

broadened indicated this. While the question pointed out that broadening the tax

base meant fewer deductions and fever types of non-taxable income, we felt that in

voting 2 to 1 for broadening the tax base the concept of a reduced tax rate over-

rode the idea of fewer deductions and fewer nontaxable forms of income, and that

broadening the base was interpreted as bringing those who nov pay no tax at all,

into the tax rolls. therefore, in the current study, we tried to strengthen the

question and get across more clearly the true meaning of "broadening the tax base."

further, we asked a follow-up question as to which of a list of deductions, credits

and allowances people would be willing to give up in order to lower the overall

tax rate.

On the new question on broadening the tax base, taxpayers as well as

the public favor broadening the tax base by a narrow margin-42% to 40% among tax-

payers, 41% to 38% among the public at large. (This was substantially narrower

approval than last year's question produced--48% to 29%.) A sizeable 21% this year

said they "didnt know." Clearly, there is ambivalence on this issue, an ambiv-

slenoe that is even more demonstrated when it comes to which tax allowances people

would forego to get a lower tax rate.
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Q25. some people have said that we need to broaden the income tax
base, which would reduce tax rates by including more types of
income. That is, some types of income that are not now taxed
would be taxed, and fewer deductions and exemptions would be
allowed. Broadening the tax base could simplify the tax re-
turn, and reduce taxes for those who don't have many deduc-
tions, exclusions, exemptions or allowances, while raising
taxes for those who have a number of deductions, exemptions
and allowances. In some cases, taxpayers, regardless of in-
come, would pay more in taxes and in other cases, taxpayers,
regardless of income, would pay less in taxes.

How do you feel about this? would you like to see the tax
base broadened in this way, or don't you think this is a good
idea?

Education
Non-high High

Total school school Total
public graduate graduate College taxpayers

Number of respondents 2007 588 709 708 1684

Would like to see tax
base broadened 41 33 38 49 42

It's not a good idea 38 37 40 37 40

Don't know 21 30 22 13 19

When it comes to which of seventeen tax allowances people would give up in

order to have the overall tax rate lowered, only four are named by as many as one-

third of all taxpayers. Furthermore, the ones taxpayers would be most willing to

give up are either those that amount to little in the way of money or those that

few people now take advantage of--safe deposit box rental fees, fee paid for having

taxes done, union dues and alimony. Looking at the percentage of those who took

various deductions who would be willing to give them up makes it even more clear

that while people want a lower tax rate they don't want to give up their own special

allowances, for in each instance a lower than average percentage would forego them.

And, only slightly more who favor broadening the tax base would give up allowances

than those who oppose it.

e
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Q26. Here is a list of some deductions, credits and exemptions
now allowed. (card shown respondent) Would you call off
all the ones you would be willing to see cut out in order
to lower the overall tax rate? Any others?

Taxpayers
Percent
of those

Total who took
Total tax- each
public payers deduction

Number of respondents 2007 1684

n. Safe deposit box rental fee 49 52 49

h. Fee paid for having income tax made
out by someone else 35 37 31

k. Union dues 33 35 24

1. Alimony 31 33 XX

a. Contributions to charity 24 24 19

m. Money paid by working parents for
child care 23 25 XX

c. Interest paid or loans or charge
accounts 19 19 14

J. State gasoline taxes 17 17 11

a. Property taxes paid by homeowners 10 9 7

f. Heavy medical expenses 10 9 6

I. Local and state sales taxes 10 10 7

b. Interest paid on mortgages 9 9 6

d. State and local income taxes 9 9 8

g. Losses from theft or casualty (fire,
flood, storm, etc.) 9 10 XX

p. Extra exemptions for those over 65 5 5 XX

q. Extra exemptions for blind people 5 5 XX

o. Exemptions for dependents 3 3 XX

None 16 16 XX

Don't know 7 4 XX

XX Not determined or base too mall to show.
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Exemptions Versus Tax Credits

The public at large and taxpayers are closely divided on the question of

having the present $750 exemption and $35 credit for dependents replaced by a

$1,000 exemption or $240 tax credit--though by a narrow margin they opt for the

$1,000 exemption. Even those in the lower income group and those with dependent

children who would benefit more from a $240 credit than from a $1,000 exemption,

are closely divided in their preference. It may be that the difference in the

dollar amounts ($1,000 vs. $240) swayed people to the $1,000 exemption, despite the

illustration given of the larger benefit of the $240 credit to lower income people.

Q27. There are 2 proposals for changing the present $750 exemption and
$35 credit for dependents. One is to change it to a $1000 exemption.
This would mean you could reduce your taxable income by $1000 for each
dependent. If you were in the 15% tax bracket, this would save you
$150 in tax for each dependent. If you were in the 35% tax bracket,
it would save you $350 per dependent. The other approach is to
change to a $240 tax credit for each dependent. In other words, re-
gardless of what tax bracket you are in, it would reduce your tax by
$240 per dependent. Would you favur a $1000 exemption or a $240
credit for each dependent?

Number Favor
of $1,000 $240 Don't

respondents exemption credit know

Total public 2007 (100%) 41% 39 20

Total taxpayers 1684 (100%) 42% 40 17

Income groups:

Under $7,000 375 (100%) 34% 34 31

$7,000 - under $15,000 648 (100%) 38% 41 21

$15,000 - under $25,000 606 (100%) 43% 42 15

$25,000 and over 358 (100%) 46% 37 17

Have dependent children 956 (100%) 41% 42 18

Do not have dependent children 1051 (100%) 40% 37 23

The Effects Of Tax Cuts On Government Revenues

The public agrees with those economists who hold that lowering taxes

stimulates the economy enough so that in the long run government does not lose tax

revenues. Over 4 in 10 said if taxes were lowered the amount of tax revenues the

,P
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government gets would remain the same, and 18% said lowering taxes would increase

government revenues. Only 22% said lowering taxes would decrease government

revenues. Taxpayers answered much the same as the public in general. Against the

feeling of most taxpayers that they are overtaxed, there may well be as much wish-

ful thinking in these answers as thoughtful economic analysis.

Q21. Some people say that when taxes are lowered the government has less
money to operate on. Others say that lowering taxes stimulates the
economy so that more people work and pay taxes, and that over the
long haul the government gets the same number of dollars or even
more than before taxes were lowered. What do you think--that lower-
ing taxes would increase the amount of tax revenues the government
gets, or decrease tax revenues, or leave them about the same?

Total
Total tax-

public payers

Number of respondents 2007 1684

Lowering taxes would:

Increase the tax revenues the
government gets 18 19

Decrease tax revenues 22 24

Leave them about the same 43 43

Don't know 17 14

Periodic Tax Cuts Versus Built-In Inflation

Adjustment Factor For Taxes

By a fairly wide margin--57% to 32%--the public says it would prefer

an annual inflation adjustment factor built into the tax system to the periodic

tax cuts the government has made from time to time to keep taxes in line with

inflation. All subgroups of the population agree on this, and taxpayers favor

the inflation indexing by even a wider margin than the public at large. Perhaps

the adjustment factor is seen as giving more immediate and continuing relief by

taxpayers who feel pressed by both the amount of taxes they pay and steadily in-

creasing inflation.
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Q22. The effects of inflation cause people to move into higher and higher
tax brackets. What the government has done to keep taxes in line
with inflation has been to cut income taxes from time to time over
the years. Some people say that instead of these periodic reductions
an inflation adjustment factor should be built into the tax system so
that each year taxes would be adjusted for inflation. Which would
you prefer to see done--tax cuts made from time to time, or an in-
flation adjustment factor built into the tax system?

Total
Total tax-
public payers-

Number of respondents 2007 1684

Prefer:

Tax cuts from time to time 32 31

Inflation adjustment factor built
into tax system 57 60
Don't know 11 9

Tax Cuts To Stimulate The Economy Versus

Holding Down The National Debt

Although people prefer a built-in inflation adjustment factor to periodic

cuts, posed with a question on which is more important--President Carter's proposed

$25 billion tax cut or leaving taxes as they are and holding down the national debt--

a majority back the tax cut. However, it is noteworthy that the vote for a cut is

not larger than it is (53% for it, 37% against it). Taxpayers feel the same as

the public in general, as do most subgroups of the population. One exception is

that those in the upper income group are evenly divided on the question.
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Q28. President Carter has proposed a $25 billion tax cut in order to stim-
ulate the economy. Some people are opposed to this on the grounds
that the budget will not be balanced even if there 1 no tax cut,
and the cut would add another $25 billion to the natic1 debt. Do
you think it ign ore important to cut taxes and stimulate the economy,
or leave taxes as they are and hold down the national debt?

income groups
$*

7  
o '$15,000

to to
Total Under under under Over
public $!J

2
, $15,000 $25,000 $25,000

Total
tax-

aygre

Number of respondents 2007

It is more important tos

Cut taxes and $timu-
late economy 53

Leave taxes am they are
and hold down national
debt 37

Don't know

375 648 606 358 1684

49 53 57 48 54

30 36 35 47 38

11 21 11 5 8
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Chapter Summary

By a narrow margin, the public favors using the tax system for social and

economic purposes as well as for raising money. However, when asked about specific

purposes that might be achieved through the tax system, the public rejects all of

them.

Posed with four specific purposes and asked which should be done through

the tax system, which should be done through other means, and which shouldn't be

done at all, a majority think all should be done, but only a minority think they

should be done through the tax system.

- Only 3 in 10 approved using the tax system to encourage people

to do worthwhile things, such as working, saving for old age,

giving to charity, etc.

- 3 in 10 approved using the tax system to redistribute the wealth.

- Only a little over one-quarter would use the tax system to

stimulate depressed industries.

- Only 16% would use the tax system to discourage people from doing

what some consider bad for them, such as drinking or smoking.

Given three options on ways to help solve the problems of unemployment and

welfare, the public by two to one favors having the government create jobs for those

unemployed or on welfare over giving tax credits to business as an incentive to hire

them.

With the earned income tax credit for low income working people explained,

a majority think these people should be helped through other means than the tax

system.

4,
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General Feelings About Usage Of The Tax
System For Social And Economic Reform

The public by a narrow margin favors using the tax system for both social

and economic purposes, as opposed to using the tax system just to raise money. For

half the sample, this general question was asked following one on specific

purposes for which the tax system could be used, while for the other half it was

asked prior to the one on specific purposes. This was done to assure that answers

to one question were not influenced by the other. Results were little different

in either case.

While most subgroups approved by a narrow margin tax incentives to achieve

social or economic purposes, some were more in favor of it than others, and some

were more evenly divided. Young people and blacks were more strongly in favor of it,

as were women, Democrats, liberals, and the less well educated.
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Ql2Y. Here is a list of some of the purposes our tax system is used
for. (Card shown respondent) Regardless of how you feel
generally about how the tax system should be used, would you
tell me for each one whether you think it is something that
should be done through raising or lowering taxes, or done
through other means, or not done at all?

Q13X. Regardless of how you feel about those specific purposes, and
bearing in mind that other purposes of the tax system could
be ones you disapprove of as well as ones you approve of, how
do you feel generally about the tax system--do you think the
tax system should be used for other purposes as well as to
raise money, or that the tax system should be used just to
raise money?

Tax system should be used:
For other Just

purposes as to Don't
well as to raise know/

raise money money no answer
Number of

respondents
Total public 2007 (100%) 46% 41 13

Total taxpayers 1684 (100%) 47% 43 10

Men 945 (100%) 45% 45 10

Women 1062 (100%) 47% 38 15

Age: 18 to 29 588 (100%) 54% 37 10

30 to 44 506 (100%) 46% 42 12

45 to 59 491 (100%) 46% 41 13

60 and over 422 (100%) 37% 47 17

Non-high school graduate 588 (100%) 48% 33 19

High school graduate 709 (100%P 45% 44 11

College 708 (100%) 46% 45 8

Whites 1736 (100%) 45% 43 12

Blacks 228 (100%) 55% 26 18

Democrats 947 (100%) 47% 40 14
Republicans 425 (100%) 44% 46 10

Conservatives 842 (100%) 44% 45 11

Moderates 646 (100%) 49% 39 13

Liberals 445 (100%) 49% 40 11
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Which Specific Social And Economic Purposes
The Tax System Should Be Used For

While the public generally supports use of the tax system for social and

economic purposes, only a minority favor using the tax system to achieve any of

the four specific purposes that were posed to them. The balance were divided to

various degrees between thinking these purposes should be achieved through other

means or shouldn't be done at all.

Only 3 in 10 favor using the tax system *to encourage people to do what

some consider worthwhile things, such as working, saving for their old age, sending

children to college, contributions to charity, etc." The largest group (44%)

thinks these things should be done through other means than the tax system. Opinion

throughout all subgroups was divided generally the same as among the general public.

Opinion was divided almost exactly evenly on the question of using the tax

system "to reduce the amount of money those who are better off have, and increase

the amount of money poor people have." 3 in 10 think this should be done through

raising or lowering taxes, 3 in 10 through other means and slightly )ver 3 in 10

think it shouldn't be done at all. There are differences of opinion on this question

in certain subgroups. Those in the two lower income groups and blacks lean more

toward achieving redistribution of wealth through taxes. Those in the $15,000 to

under $25,000 group tend more to favor achieving it through other means. Whites and

those in the top income group tend more to think it shouldn't be done at all.

Slightly over one-quarter would use the tax system to stimulate depressed

industries, while the largest group (42%) think this should be done through other

means. Only 1 in 5 don't think it should be done at all. All subgroups agree

generally along these lines.

Least favored to achieve through the tax system is discouraging people from

doing what is considered bad for them, drinking, smoking, etc. Over one-third would

achieve this through other means, with the largest group (42%) thinking it shouldn't

be done at all. All subgroups answered generally along these same lines.

85-041 0 - IS - 6
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On all four purposes, answers differed little whet this question wa

asked before or after the general question.

Ql2X. Aside from raising money, the taxing system in our country has
come to be used for a number of purposes--to redistribute the
wealth, or to encourage or discourage certain types of be-
havior, or to stimulate segments of the economy, t. Hert is
a list of some different things (card shown respondent). Would
you tell me for each one whether you think it is something that
should be done through raising or lowering taxes, or done
through other means or not done at all?

Q13Y. Here is a list of som of the purposes our tax system is used
for. (Card shown respondent) Regardless of how you feel
generally about how the tax system should be used, would you
tell me for each one whether you think it is something that
should be done through raising or lowering taxes, or done
through other means, or not done at all?

Done
Done through

through other
taxes means

c. To encourage people to do what some
consider worthwhile things, such as
working, saving for their old age,
sending children to college, con-
tributing to charity, etc.

a. To reduce the amount of money those
who are better off have, and Sncrease
the amount of money poor people have

d. To stimulate depressed industries,
that is, industries that are doing
poorly for one reason or another

b. To discourage people from doing what
some consider bad for them--maoking,

drinking, etc.

The Tax System As A Means Of Helping
Solve Unemployment And Welfare

Given three options as to how to

Shouldn't
be done
at all

it

Don't
know

31% 44 18 6

30% 30 32 8

27% 42 20 10

161 37 42 S

help solve the problems of unemployment

and welfare, the public favors having the government create public jobs for the un-

employed and those on welfare by 2 to I over giving businesses tax credits as an

incentive to hire them, and by over 4 to I over giving businesses direct grants or

subsidies for hiring them. Taxpayers and most subgroups of the population agree in

roughly the sm@ proportions.

ft
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Q4. Unemployment and welfare have been continuing problems in re-
cent years. Which would you favor as a way of helping solve
these problems--giving direct grants or subsidies to businesses
for hiring the unemployed and those on welfare, or giving
businesses tax credits as an incentive to hire the unemployed
and those on welfare, or having the government create public
service jobs for these people?

Total Total

public taxpayers

%=ber of respondents 2007 1684

Favor as a way of helping solving
unemployment and welfare

Having government create public service
jobs for unemployed and those on welfare 48 47

Giving businesses tax credits for as in-
centives for hiring unemployed and those
on welfare 24 27

Giving businesses direct grants or
subsidies for hiring unemployed and
those on welfare 11 11

None (volunteered) 8 9

Don't know/no answer 8 6

Help For Low Income Working People:

Through Tax System Or Other Means

It was reported earlier that few people are aware of how the earned income

tax credit for low income workers operates. Given an explanation of it, a majority

of the public does not favor the concept. In a question that explained that some

very low income workers who file a tax return now get paid back more by the govern-

ment than was withheld from their pay, people were asked whether they think the tax

system should be used to help low income working people or whether they should be

helped through other means. By 51% to 42% the public opted for helping them through

other means. Blacks, the lowest income group and liberals are the only subgroups

of the population who hold the reverse opinion, though young people and the least

well educated are about equally divided in their opinions.
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Q17. Actually# some very low income people who work and file a tax
return now get paid back more by the government than was
withheld from their pay. Do you think the income tax system
should be used to help working people with very low incomes,
or that working people with very low incomes should be
helped through other means?

Low income working people
should be helped through

Total public

Total taxpayers

Age 18 to 29

Slacks

Under $7,000 income

$7,000 to under $15,000

income

Mon-high school graduates

Liberals

ftmber of
respondents

2007 (100%)

1684 (100%)

588 (100%)

228 (100%)

375 (100%)

648 (100%)

s88 (100%)

445 (100t)

Tax Other Don't
system means know

421 51 7

41% 53 6

48% 47 4

55% 37 a

48% 39 12

48% 45

45% 44 II

52% 43 5

(

I

I
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Chapter Summary

A major issue with regard to tax reform during the past year has been that

of providing tax aid for education. This study explored public opinion on tax aid

for college tuition and for private elementary and secondary school tuition.

Of four plans to provide tax aid for college tuition, the Carter proposal

to make more middle income people eligible for government grants or loans by raising

income eligibility was the most popular. A relatively mail minority approved direct

government aid to colleges and universities. But the public turns thumbs down on a

flat $250 personal tax deduction annually when a child is in college--eitheor for

everyone regardless of income or for those with less than $25,000 income.

Furthermore, the public gives a resounding "No" to extending tax aid to

private elementary and secondary schools. The idea is equally disapproved when

parochial schools are mentioned and when they are not mentioned.
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Tax AiA For college Tuition

With college tuition costs rising at a rapid rate, a number of proposals

have been made for providing tax aid for college tuition. in this study four

plans were put before the public as means of helping people oope with the co t of

college. The question explained that all four would mean higher tax rates to

bring in the extra billion and a half dollars each plan would cost.

The public turns thumbs down on a flat $250 an.,al tax reduction for

each year a child is in college--either for everyone regardless of income or for

those with less than $25,000 income. The Carter proposal to make more middle in-

come people eligible for government grants or loans by raising the income eligi-

bility for them was the most popular of the four plans, approved by one-third of

the public. Only I in 5 approved direct government aid to colleges and universi-

ties so they can hold down tuition fees. Only 16% favored none of the plans.

All subgroups of the population agreed pretty much along the same lines

on the four plans, including those who have children of college age.

(



Q23. There's a good deal of concern about the high cost of college. Here
are four approaches that have been suggested for helping people cope
with the cost of a college educe'ion--all of which would mean higher
tax rates to bring in the extra billion and a half dollars that each
of these four plans would cost. (Card shown respondent)- Which of
these plans would you favor, or wouldn't you favor any of them if it
meant raising the tax rate?

Total
public

2007Number of respondents

Total
tax-

payers

1684
C

Have
children
19-22

189

'

Plan Ct Make more middle income people
eligible to get government grants
or low cost college loans by raising
the income ceiling under which these
grants and loans are available

Plan Dt Provide direct government aid to
colleges and universities so they can
hold down tuition fees

Plan B: A $250 reduction in taxes for those
with less than $25,000 of income for
each year a child is in college

Plan A: A $250 reduction in taxes for everyone
regardless of income for each year a
child is in college

None

Don't know

34 36 35

20 20 16

14 14 19

9 10

16 16

11

15

Tax Aid-er Private Elementary And
secondary Schools

The public gives a resounding "No* to extending tax aid to private

elementary and secondary schools. it was explained that the same four plans for

college aid could be used for lower private schools, but that doing so would mean

tax rates high enough to bring in four and a half billion dollars rather than one

and a half billion dollars. On this basis, the public said it was opposed to

extending aid to lower schools by 64% to 28%. For half the sample, the question

asked about private and parochial schools, for the other half the question asked
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only about private schools, with no mention of parochial. Answers wore virtually

identical regardless of mention of parochial schools.

A majority of all subgroups are opposed to tax aid for private elementary

and secondary schools with the exception of Catholics and even Catholics are more

opposed (48%) than in favor of it (43%).

Q24X. These same four plans could be used for children in private
elementary and secondary schools as well as for children in
colleges. But if they were extended to private schools it
would mean tax rates high enough to bring in four and a half
billion dollars rather than one and a half billion dollars.
Would you be in favor of or opposed to extending tuition aid
to private schools?

Q24Y. These same four plans could be used for children in private
and parochial elementary and secondary schools as well as for
children in colleges. But if they were extended to private
and parochial schools it would mean tax rates high enough to
bring in four and a half billion dollars rather than one and
a half billion dollars. Would you be in favor of or opposed
to extending tuition aid to private and parochial schools?

Parochial Parochial Total

Total schools not schools tax-
public mentioned mentioned E

lNumber of respondents 2007 1004 1003 1684

Favor extending tuition aid to

private schools 28 28 28 28

Opposed to it 64 65 63 66

Don't know 8 7 9 6

IC
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Chapter Sumary

The public is essentially sympathetic with few business tax deductions

that people or businesses might take, and widely opposes the types of deductions that

seem to favor a select few.

The most widely publicized deduction--the business lunch--gets hit hard

by the public, whether it is described simply as a lunch when a "salesman" takes out *a

customer or potential customer," or as the '3-martini business lunch." By 6 to 1,

the public says only half of the cost of the meal should be tax deductible rather

than the full cost.

Furthermore, of twelve possible expenses people can have, a majority would

allow none of the cost of eight of them to be deductible. The four expenses a

majority would allow as partial or full deductions are the cost of child care for

working mothers, the cost of uniforms where jobs require them, union dues, and the

cost of travel to and from work. Widely opposed as deductible are the cost of such

things as business clothes for people who must be well dressed at work, club member-

ships for entertaining business clients, first class air fare for business trips,

etc.--the "rich man's" counterparts to uniforms, union dues, etc.
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Which Kinds Of Business Expenses
Should Be Deodtibt'le

One of the more widely publicized proposed tax changes has been to dis-

allow a tax deduction for the full cost of a business lunch. In this study we

Vxplored public opinion on this in two ways--in context with other business ex-

penses all people might have and later in a separate direct question.

Of Shelve possible business expenses people can have, a majority would

allow none of the cost of eight of the. to be tax deductible. A majority

would have an fully or partly tax deductible the cost of child care for working

mothers, the cost of a uniform for jobs requiring a uniform, and union dues

where union membership is required--and more would have these costs fully rather

than partly deductible. A majority also would make tax deductible travel costs to

and frcm work, but more would make them partly deductible than fully deductible.

About 4 in 10 favor tax deductions for the cost of business clothes where a job

requires a person to be well dressed, but most would make the cost partly deductible.

A little over one-third would allow as deductible (but most partly deductible) the

cost of a lunch when a salesman takes out a potential customer. The other six

possible deductions were mainly the richer Operks" generally associated with top

business executives, and these were widely opposed by the public.

I
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Q29. Here are a number of different kinds of business expenses a working
person can have. (card shown respondent) For each one, would you
tell me if a person should be able to deduct the full cost of it
from his taxable income, or part of the cost, or none of the cost?

Part
Full of
cost cost

None
of

cost
Don't
know

c. The cost of a child care center when
a mother works

e. The cost of a uniform if a job requires
wearing a uniform

d. The cost of union dues if a worker must
belong to a union

a. The cost of getting from home to work

g. The cost of business clothes if the
job requires that a person be well
dressed

b. The cost of lunch when a salesman
takes a potential customer out

h. The cost of personal phone calls to the
family if a worker is required to travel

1. The cost of first class air fare tickets
on business trips

i. The cost of membership in a club if the
job requires entertaining customers
and prospects

J. The cost of tickets to the theatre,
sports events, the symphony, etc., when
entertaining a business customer

k. The cost of travel to business con-
ventions held outside the United States
in a place where the company does no
business

f. The cost of a Christmas gift to a
customer

40% 34 22 4

41% 29 27 3

34% 27 35 4

21% 27 49 3

lit 27 58 4

11% 24 61 4

13% 21 63

9% 23 65

7% 20 69 4

7% 15 75 3

7% 13 76 4

4% 85

The Business Lunch

Slightly later in the questionnaire a direct question was asked about

the proposed change in the tax laws to reduce the business lunch deduction. For

half the sample, people were asked if they thought the full cost or only half the

cost of the bill should be tax deductible when a "salesman" takes "a customer or

potential customer' out to lunch or dinner. With the other half of the sample,
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the business Iwidi was descLbed as wbat has been called the 3-martini lunch."

The pblic by 6 to I favors a tax deduction for only half of a business

meal, and the answers are the am with and without the description of it as the

03-sartini lunch. Only 10o would allow deducting the full cost of the mal, and

110 volunteered they would allow deducting none of the cost. Answers followed the

same general pattern throu t all mubgrope of the population.

g31. One proposed change in the income tax laws Is to reduce
what has been called the 3-martLni business lunch deduc-
tion. When a busineaman takes a customer or a potential
customer out to lunch or dinner, do you think he or his
company should be allowed to deduct from income taxes as
a business expense the entire cost of the bill or only the
half that was spent for the customer or potential customer?

Total
public

2007Usber of respondent*

3-Martini
lunch

mentioned

1004

3-Martini
lunch not
mentLoned

1003

Total
tax-

paers

1684

Now much of business meal expenses
should be tax dedtutbloi

entire cost

Only half the cost

ione (volunteered)

Don't know

10 10 10 11

65 64 66 66

11 11 10 12

14 14 14 11

C

Ci
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Chapter Summary

Despite the prominence of, "social Security outrage" stories in the

media and in the congress just prior to the conduct of this study, Social Security

taxes are not a burning issue with the public at the present time. They rate

third behind property and federal income taxes in being thought too high. If

people could only have one of their taxes lowered, by over four to one, they

would rather have federal income taxes cut than Social Security taxes.

This is not to say that people are happy with the Social Security taxes

they pay, because a majority favors funding Social Security differently than it

now is. Given three plans for funding Social Security, almost half favor the

carter plan for partial funding from worker-employer taxes as now, but supple-

mented out of general revenues. Only one-third favor the current system of

funding, but only one in eight would fund it solely out of general revenues.

The current system of funding Social Security is preferred to a proposal

for funding it solely through a value added tax on goods and services, though a

rather surprising one in five do support the unfamiliar (in this country) value

added tax. And the value added tax has increased, though minority, support as a

method if more tax revenues are needed.
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Attitudes Towards Amunt Paid
Zn Social Security Taxes

It was earlier shown that the morunt paid in Social Security taxes ranked

third below property taxes and federal income taxes in being thought high. This was

confirmed in answers to a direct question as to which tax people would rather have

cut if only one could be cut. By 731 to 17% the public opted for a cut in federal

income taxes. Answers were generally the same throughout all subgroups of the

population and among taxpayers.

Q32. Turning to another subject, if only one of these taxes could
be cut, which would you personally rather see cut down,
federal income taxes or Social Security taxes?

Total Total
public taxpayers

Umber of respondents 2007 1684

Would rather see a cut in:

Federal income taxes 73 74

Social Security taxes 17 18

Don't know/no answer 10 8

How Social Security Should Be Funded

The fact that Social Security taxes are thought less excessive than federal

income taxes and that people would cut income taxes before cutting Social Security

taxes does not necessarily mean that people are happy with current Social Security

taxes. In fact, a majority of the public favors a different approach to funding

Social Security than now followed. Presented with three plans for funding Social

Security, only a little over one-third favor the current plan of funding it solely

by special Social Security taxes paid for by working people and employers. Almost

half favor the Carter plan to pay for Social security partly out of worker-eqloyer

taxes, and partly out of general revenues financed by income taxes. And 12% would

fund it solely out of general revenues. All subgroups of the population, including

taxpayers and employed people feel generally the same.

(
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Q33. As you know, Social Security is currently funded by deducting Social
Security taxes from the paychecks of employed people plus contribu-
tions by their employers. In order to meet increasing needs for money
to pay benefits to those who receive Social Security, the current plan
Is to raise Social Security taxes on employers and employees rather
substantially over the coming years. Some people agree with this
approach, others disagree. Which of these three plans for funding
Social Security do you personally favor? (Card shown respondent)

Total Emplo*'ed Total
public taxayers

Number of respondents 2007

b. Social Security should be paid for
partly by special Social Security
taxes paid by working people and
employers, and partly out of general
revenues which are financed by
income taxes

a. Social Security should be paid for
solely by special Social Security
taxes paid by working people and
employers

c. Social Security should be paid for
solely out of general revenues which
are financed by income taxes

1197 1684

45 45 46

37 36 37

12 13 12

Don't know/no answer 7 5 5

The public rejects, however, a proposal to replace the current system of

Social Security funding with a value added tax on goods and services. in a

separate question, the present system of funding Social Security was pitted against

a proposal to fund it solely through a value added tax on products and services,

with the value added tax explained and examples of how it would affect costs of

products and services. People opted for the present system by 3 to 1.
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Q34. One proposal that has been suggested for funding Social Security is
to eliminate social Security taxes entirely and replace it with what
is known as a value added tax or built-in sales tax. This means that
there would be a tax built into the price of all products and ser-
vices sold to consumers. For example, i product or service that now
costs 45 cents might cost fifty cents, with five cents going to Social
Security. A product or service that costs ninety dollars might cost
ninety-nine dollars, with nine dollars doing to Social Security. How
do you feel about this proposal--vould you like to see Social Security
continue to be funded through special Social Security taxes the way it
is now, or replaced by the value added tax on products and services?

Total Total
public taxpayers

Number of respondents 2007 1684

Prefer current system 66 67

Prefer value added tax
on products and services 22 23

Don't know 12 10

The value added tax is not totally rejected as a concept for raising addi-

tional tax funds, however. It is more acceptable (though still by a minority) when

people were asked if they had to pay $100 more in taxes during the coming year whether

they would rather pay it in extra income taxes or have it added into the cost of

goods and services. While 48% opted for raised income taxes, 37% chose the value

added tax.

Q35. Now thinking of income taxes, not Social Security, if during
the coming year you had to pay $100 more in taxes, would
you rather pay it in extra income taxes, or rather have it
added into the costs of goods and services?

Total Total
public taxpayers

Nzaber of respondents 2007 1694

Would rather pay an addi-
tional $100 in taxes:

In extra income taxes 48 49

In value added taxes 37 39

Don't know 15 12

t
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Chapter smary

Charges in the 1977 income tax forms apparently had an effect on how tax-

payers filed thin year. More taxpayers made out their own return this year (26% vs.

23%), and fewer went to an outside professional (51% vs. 54%). More used the short

) form this year and fever itemized deductions. Furthermore, this year's form was

thought much less difficult to fill out than last year's.

Those who itemized deductions reported taking an average of seven, as was

trio last year. Major deductions taken continue to be property taxes, charitable

contributions, gasoline taxes, state and/or local income taxes, interest on loans or

charge accounts, interest on home mortgages and medical expenses.
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How Many Filed A Federal Tax Return
And State Or Local Tax Returns

The vast majority (84%) of people reported they filed a tax return in 1978,

either individually or jointly with someone else. Further, a large majority of

federal taxpayers (84%) also said they filed a state or city tax return. These re-

sults are virtually identical to those found in 1977.

Q36. Did you personally have to file a federal income
tax return this year--either Jointly with your
(husband/wife) or by yourself?

Total public

1978 1977

Number of respondents 2007 2003
I I

Yes, filed a federal return 84 83

No, did not 16 17

(If "yes") to Q.
3
6)

Q37. Did you also have to file a state or city income
tax return this year or not?

Total taxpayers

1S_78 1977
Number of respondents 1684 1656

I I

Yes, also filed state or
city return 84 83

No, did not 15 16

Don't know 1 1

Who Mfade Out Federal Tax

Return This Year

A slightly higher percentage of taxpayers made out their own federal in-

come tax returns in 1978 (26%) than in 1977 (23%). And slightly fewer (51%) than

last year (54%) said they used an outside professional. As in 1977, about one-

quarter said their spouse or other family member or friend did it for them. As might

be expected, more of those who used the long for* and who itemized deductions used

an outside professional than those who used the short form and took the standard de-

auction. It is noteworthy, however, that about 4 in 10 of all taxpayers who used the

(l
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short form and almost half of those who took the standard deduction had their re-

turns done by an outside professional.*

Q38. Who made out your income tax return this year--you, or your
(husband/wife), or some other family member or friend, or
did you have it done by an outside professional?

1978
Total Used: Took,

taxpayers Short Long Standard Itemized
1978 1977 form form deduction deduction

NUmber of respondents 1684 1656 669 903 176 697

Respondent 26 23 32 24 40 21
Husband/wife 13 14 12 13 8 14

Other family member 10 10 18 4 3 4

Outside professional 51 54 38 59 48 61-

Tax Forms Used And Type Of Deductions Taken

Over half of all taxpayers reported they used the long form for their 1977

tax return and 4 in 10 said they itemized deductions. Indications are that more

people used the short form this year than last and that more took the standard de-

ductions instead of itemizing. Comparing just those taxpayers who did their own

return or had it done by an outside professional (the only ones asked these questions

last year), those using the short form are up four points to 36%, and those taking

the standard deduction are up six points to 48%.

Q42. WhIch form did you use this year--
the short form or the long form?

Q43. Did you take the standard deduction
or itemize your deductions?

I In 1977 those whose return was done by a spouse or other family member or friend
were not asked about the form used or type of deductions taken, and therefore,
comparisons between 1977 and 1978 are not shown.
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Did own
Total return or Used
tax- used outside Did outside
p professional own return professional
1978 1976 1977 1978 1977 1978 1977

Number of respondents 1684 1295 1268 436 378 859 890

Used short form 40 36 32 49 47 30 25
Used long form 54 57 63 50 52 62 67

And:
Took standard
deduction 10 12 10 16 12 10 9

Itemized deductions 41 44 50 33 - 40 49 55

Don't know 2 1 2 * - 2 3

Don't know which
form used 7 6 6 1 1 9 7

Which Tax Form Was Received In The Mail

There was high overlap between the tax form used and the tax form mailed to

taxpayers by the IRS. 82% of those who filed the short form said that was the form

they received in thea mail from IRS, and 84% of those who filed the long form said that

was the form they received in the mail. The extent to which the form they received con-

ditioned the form they filed was not determined.

Q41. Each year the Internal Revenue Service mails either a 1040A
short form tax return or a 1040 long form return to tax-
payers who filed a return the previous year. Do you remember
which form they sent you this year?

Used,
Total Short Long

t form form
Number of respondents 1684 669 903

I % %
Form received in mail from IRS was:

1040A Short 38 82 7
1040 Long 49 8 84

Neither 3 5 2

Don't know 10 4 6

4(
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Tamxor's Assesment Of The DitficulixOf The 977 Tax Forms

Two different questions on the difficulty of the 1977 tax forms were askdd

this year of those who ad out their own return. For trend purpose, half the

sample vas asked the a question as a year ago--how difficult t form was compared

with last year's. The other half of the sample was asked just hos, difficult they

found this year's form, with no comparison made to last year's. Over time, the new

question will provide better trend data.

The evidence is that the revised tax forms for 1977 returns were quite an

improvement in the eyes of those who made out their own returns. 35%. said they

found this year's form loss difficult compared with only 4% who said that sbout last

year's form.- And only 19% said they found the form more difficult, ocmpared with 32%

who said that last year. most improvement was seen, however, by those who filed the

short form. 45% of the short form filers said this year's form was les difficult,

while only 25% of the long form filers found it less difficult.

Q39X. Did you personally find this year's federal taxform a
lot more difficult to fill out than last year's, some-
what more difficult, about the same, somewhat less
difficult, or a lot less difficult than last year's form?

Taxpayers who did their own return
Used.

Tot4l Short form Long form
1978 1977 197B 1977 1978 1977

RNuber of respondents 235 378 123 176 109 197

Found this year's form.
Much more difficult 4 6 3 6 6 6

Somewhat more difficult 15 26 9 27 21 24

About the smie 45 61 42 59 48 64

Somewhat less difficult 21 3 26 2 16 4

A lot less difficult 14 1 19 2 9 1

Don't know/no answer 1 3 1 4 1 1

out perhaps the best measure of how difficult taxpayers found this year's

was obtained from the new question. And this shows that the large majority (75) of

those who made out their own returns did not consider it difficult. 41% said it was
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not very difficult, and 340 said it was not difficult at all. Only 1 in 5 said it was

fairly difficult, and a small 4% found it very difficult. While more of those who

used the long form found it difficult than those who used the short form, even among

long fdlom users a large majority (7 in 10) said it was not very difficult or not at

all difficult.

Q39Y. How difficult did you personally find this year's federal
tax forms to fill out--very difficult, fairly difficult,
not very difficult, or not difficult at all?

Taxpayers who did
their own return

Used Used
short long

Total form form

Onumber of respondents 201 92 107

Found this year's form:
Very difficult 4 4 5

Fairly difficult 20 14 24

Not very difficult 41 39 43

Not difficult at all 34 42 27

Don't know - 1

Which Deductions Were Taken By

Those Who Itemized Deductions

The average number of deductions reported by those who itemized deductions

was 7.2. The major deductions taken, in order of frequency, were for property taxes,

charitable contributions, state or local sales taxes, gasoline taxes, state and/or

local income taxes, interest paid on a loan or charge account, interest on a home

mortgage, and medical expenses--all taken as deductions by one-quarter to one-third

of all taxpayers. 1 in 5 taxpayers (and half of those who itemized deductions)

deducted a fee for having their tax return ma4e out.

C
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(Asked of those who said they itemized deductions)
Q44. Here is a list of some deductions that some people are able to take in

figuring out their federal Income tax. (Card shown respondent) Which
of those deductions, if any, were you able to take this year?

Total Itemized
taxpayers deductions

Number of respondents 1684 697

t C

Itemized deduotions 41 100

a. Property taxes on a home you own 35* 84

e. Contributions to charity 34 82

h. Local or state sales taxes 32 76

i. Gasoline taxes 32 78

d. State and/or local income taxes 31 76

c. Interest paid on a loan or charge
account 30 72

b. Interest on a home mortgage 29** 71

f. Medical insurance or medical ex-
penses for you or your dependents 24 59

J. Fee for having income tax made out 21 51

k. Union dues 11 27

n. Safe deposit box 9 22

a. M ney paid for child care 4 9

g. Losses from theft or casualty
(fire, flood, storm, etc.) 3 8

1. Alimony C

Don't know 1 3

Not asked--did not itemize deductions 59

Average number of deductions taken 7.2 7.2

* Less than .5 percent
C These figures represent 38% and 51% of all homeowners

NOTEt Letters next to listed groups indicate the
order in which they were asked about.
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MTHODOLOGY

Sample Size

A nationwide 'cross section of 2007 men and women, 18 years of age and over, was in-
terviewed for this study. All interviews were conducted in person in the homes of
respondents.

Sampling Method

The sample interviewed in this study is a representative sample of the population
of the Continental United States, age 18 and up--exclusive of institutionalized seg-
ments of the population (Army camps, nursing homes, prisons, etc.).

The sampling methodology employed is a multistage, stratified probability sample of
interviewing locations.

At the first selection stage, 100 counties were selected at random proportionate to
population after all the conties in the nation had been stratified by population
size within geographic region. At the second stage, cities and towns within the
sample counties were drawn at random proportionate to population. Where block
statistics are available, blocks were drawn within the cities and towns at random
proportionate to population. Where no block statistics are available, blocks or
rural route segments were drawn at random.

A specified method of proceeding from the starting household was prescribed at the
block (or route) level. Quotas for sex and age levels of respondents, as well as
for employed women, were imposed in order to insure proper representation of each
group in the sample. In addition, hours were restricted for interviewing men
(after 5:00 on weekdays and weekends) in order to obtain p-oper representation for

employment.

A validation was made by an outside organization of fifteen percent of all inter-
views to make certain that the interviews had been carried out honestly and
accurately.

Interviewing Dates

Interviewing on this study was conducted between May 6 and May 13, 1978.

Demor Vhic Breakdowns

Certain of demographic breakdowns in this study require no comment, others do. Sex
is recorded by interviewer observation. Age is asked. Income is asked about total
annual family income. Geographic.area conforms to, but combines U S. census regions.
The Northeast is New England and the Middle Atlantic states. The Midwest is the East
North Central and West North Central states. South is South Atlantic, East South
Central and West South Central. West is the Mountain and the Pacific states.

Any college education causes a person to be included in the College category. Trade
school or secretarial school following high school does not, however, count as
college. Anyone who is a high school graduate (with or without additional trade
school education) is included in High School Graduate. Anyone with-an l1th grade
education or less is included in Non-High School Graduate. Since these are self-
reported education levels, they are subject to some exaggeration.
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Occupation relates to the respondent interviewed, not to the head of the household.
Titled executives and members of professions are included in the executive, pro-
fessional category. Xn addition, owners of fame, owners of mali businesses and
higher ranking military personnel are included in Executive and Professional. White
Collar ranges from retail sals clerks to minor administrative office personnel to
travelling lemon to lab technicians and the like, and would include such people
an junior officers in the military. Blue Collar includes all other employed people
both skilled and unskilled. It would include lathe workers, janitors, firemen,
policemen, taxi drivers, etc. People whose occupations are housewife or unemployed
or student or retired are shown separately.

Smaller "religious" groups such as Jews on the one hand or atheists on the other
are too small to show separately and would be meaningless to show combined and
hence the Aeligiong breakdown is confined to Protestants and Catholics. Jews,
ohamdenes, atheists, eto. are included in the sample, however--both in the total

sale and in other demographic columns in which they properly belong (women,
whites, North•et, etc. ).

Members of minor political parties and those who refuse to identify their party
affiliation are not shown.

Political philosophy is based on how people regard their own political/social out-
looks--as being conservative (very or moderately so), middle-of-the-road, or
liberal (very or moderately so).

A Political/Social activity index was built out of responses to a list of activi-
ties respondents reported having engaged in in the last year--such things as having
run for political office, having written a letter to the editor, having made a
speech, or written an article, having worked in a political cmaign, being an
officer of a civic or fraternal organization, signed a petition, et*. wSigned a
ptitionm was put on the list largely so that anyone who wanted to say he had done
something would have somethLng to say he had done. All responses to signed a
petition were ignored in building this scale. asepondente who did three or more
of the things on the list Obyond signing a petition) are classified as *Very
Active"--and may be roughly equated with 'thought leaders." Those who did one or
two things are classified as "Noderately Active,' and those who did none are
classified "Not Active."

Union mmbers are respondents wo report they themselves belong to a union. (Non-

union family memers of union people are not included.)

Prcentas Not Totalling M00%

The computr rounds off each percentage to the nearest whole percent. As a result,
the percentages in a given column of figures frequently add to 98, 99, 101, 102
rather than 100.

Where a question permits n answers, yercentages may add to 130, IlS, 210,
or even more, depending on tho member of anewers each respondent gives.

Asterisks (*) are used when answers fall below 0.5% among a given subgroup.
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DEMOGWAPIC CHXAACVISTICS

Total sample

Sex
Fale

Female

18 - 29

30 - 44

45 - 59

60 & Over

Income
Under $7,000

$7,000 - $14,999

$15,000 - $24,999

$25,000 & Over

Race
White

Black

Other

No Answer

NMwber of
respondents

2007

945

1062

588

506

491

422

375

648

606

358

1736

228

20

23

47

53

29

25

24

21

19

32

30

18

86

11

t,

Percentage

100

4"

Ir
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DIMOGRAP IIC CHARACTERISTICS

Number of
respondents "Percentage

Total Sample 2007 100

Geographic Area
Northeast (Now England And
Middle Atlantic) 484 24

Nidwast (East North Central
And West North Central) 542 27

South (South Atlantic, East
South Central, West South
Central) 639 32

Has'. (Mountain, Pacific) 342 17

Education

College (13 - 16+) 708 35

High School (9 - 12) 709 53

Grade Or Lesa 588 12

No Answer 2 *

Occupation

Employed 1197 59

Executive/Professional 278 14

White Collar 388 19

Blue Collar 515 26

Not Employedi 810 40

Housewife 413 21

Retired 231 12

Student 60 3

Unemployed 80 4

Other 26 2
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DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

Number of
respondenta Percentage

I

Total Sample 2007 100

Political Affiliation
Democrat 947 47

Republican 425 21

Independent 561 28

Refused 25 1

Don't Know/No Answer 49 2

Political Philosophy
Conservative 842 42

Middle-Of-The-Road (Moderate) 646 32

Liberal 445 22

Don't Know/No Answer 74 4

Political/Soclial Activism
In Past Year Have Done:

3 Or More Activities 301 15

I Or 2 Activities 542 27

No Activities 1164 58

Union Members 265 13

Children Under 18
Have: 956 48

Under 13 664 33

13 - 18 375 19

19 - 22 189 9

Do Not Have 1051 52

1.
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DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

Number of
respondents Percentage

Total Sample 2007 100

Marital Status
arried 1385 69

Single 313 - 16

Widowed 159 8

Separatd/Divorced 146 7

No Answer 4

Home Ownership

own 1297 65

Rent 576 29

Live With Other Family Member 117 6

No Answer 17 1
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DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

Detail For Political/Social Activism

In Past Year Have s t

h. Signed a petition 40

c. Attended a public meeting
on town or school affairs 23

a. Written your congressman
or senator 20

b. Attended a political rally
or speech 12

f. Served as an officer of some

club or organization 12

e. Served on a committee 10

g. Written a letter to the paper 6

i. Worked for a political party 6

M- Made a speech 5

1. Been a member of some group
for better government 5

k. Written an article 3

d. Held or run for political office

No--none of these 45

Don't know/no answer

Note- Letters indicate order of presentation
on card shown respondents

9!
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[Whereupon, at 11:30 a.m., the committee proceeded to otherbusiness.]
0


